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GET THE MILITARY OUT OF
SAFES TRUST

IS IT NOT

POLITICS!

ironic that when the

president of Burundi, Sylvestre
Ntibantunganya sought refuge in the American embassy, a spokesman
from the military denounced this move trying to invalidate his claim that
he no longer felt secure, given the evident restlessness in the army and the
country? If the president was wrong in his judgement, why did Major
Pierre Buyoya proceed to overthrow the government, in what he
characterised as “...a coup with a difference...an attempt to save a people
in distress, a change of institutions in an extremely difficult situation.”
The people of Burundi and democracy loving Africans should feel
betrayed.
Maj. Buyoya was defeated during the June 1, 1993 elections after
serving as leader since his coup of 1987. Melchior Ndadaye who had won
the elections against all odds, was to be assassinated during the October
1993 coup attempt, by the same army Buyoya had “successfully” sensitized
into complying with international norms and standards of democratic
elections. The new incumbent, Cyprian Ntaryamira, together with
Rwanda’s former president Juvenal Habyarimana, was again to die at the
handsofthemilitary on April 1,1994 when their plane was gunned down.
Burundi’s soldiers have demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt, that once
the barrel of the gun is used in politics, the army gets unprecedented salience
as a political force. As an institution, it will not hesitate to review its role —
often restricted to defense of national territory — to include governance.
Did Maj. Buyoya ever appreciate the fact that his “back to the barracks”
transition programme leading to the 1993 elections, in real terms meant
giving civilians a supreme role that could only be guaranteed by a drastic
reduction of military prerogatives, a situation which in the long-run would
make it impossible for the army to acquiesce without considerable reticence.
Such crisis, as our cover stories herein confirm, are sparked off by acute
inequities resulting from a lopsided development process in most of Africa,
which generally impacts negatively on internal political processes and
democracy. As significant sections of the population are denied participation,
alienation increases. Minorities are tyrannised as was/is the case with the
Ogoni in Nigeria, and political power is increasingly wielded by civilians
strongly backed by the military or a bureaucratic military oligarchy.
The tendency for growing militarisation of the African states and the
increasing fragmentation of nation-states along ethnic, regional, religious
or linguistic lines, create internal contradictions and civil strife of a
magnitude that calls for external intervention. In most cases, the external
factor is often opposed by the contending forces, who in their anger,
defiance and refusal to comply with official injunctions, redouble their
vigilance or vigilante tactics. Where these groups control vast resources
like oil or diamonds, they often engage in clandestine manoeuvring and
mobilisation of new social links that render such external elements useless.
In

continent where soldiers have often

displayed petty arrogance
professional pride, it has become very difficult to
embrace their intervention, no matter how good their intentions may be.
History has shown that they all succumb and inextricably get enmeshed in
the same corruption and lack of foresight as their civilian predecessors.
The military has unleashed socio-economic processes which make the
constmction of democracy a very difficult task indeed. Because it is
essentially an undemocratic institution, it has nurtured regimes and
individuals who like power and office at the expense of democratic ideals.
Africa has seen enough. Violence triggered off by militarisation has
replaced democratic discourse. Gun-wielding soldiers, drugged and armed
civilian youths, and warlords who wear gold chains and use mobile
telephones cannot be the answer to the African crisis. Instead, these will
exacerbate the militarisation of African politics which often brings
violence of horrendous proportions, the spread of deadly weapons and a
culture of violence.^
a

towards civilians than
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Nao tera sido ironico que,

quandoo dqxisto Presidente do Burundi, Slyvestrgi '

Ntifaantunganaserefu^ou na embaixadaamericaua, uin porta-^vozdosmilitanES:

:

tenhapostt)emcau.sa ajustcza dassuas afirma^öe.sdequejd näo se scntia .wguro,
diida a evidente inquieta^ao nas hostcs militäres bem como cm todo o pais?
Como seta! näo bastasse.o Major I^erre Buyoya prosseguiu com oseu piano
de denubar o presidenie; eleito, naquito que caracterizou de
.. um golpei;
diferente
uma teniativa de salvar um povo em apuros, uma mudanfa de
instituifoes nuraa situa(?äo;extremamente dificil.” O povo do Buiundi c os;
...

africanos amantes dademocrada devem-se sentir iraidosi
O Major Buyoya:foidetrotadonaseiei5QC,sdc 1 deJunhodc

1993, apds ter
dirigidoopaisdesdeoseugolpemilitarde i987.MeIchior:Ndadaye,quecontra:
todas as vicissitudes vencera as elei^Ses, acabaria scndo assassinado pclo
mesmo

cxéidto que

Buyo^ havia com “succsso” sensibiiizado a respdtar a.s

padrbcs intcrnacionais que rcgcm as clci^öcs democrdticas, 0 novo
Presidente. Cyprian; Ntaryamira, juntimrente com o anttgo Presidente do
Rwanda, Juvenal Habyarimana, acabaria tarobém morrendo nas maos dos
militäres no dia 1 de dc Ahnl de 1994,quandoo scu aviäo fbi alvejario.; ;
normas c

;;; Ccsno tern .sido o caso com o resto dc Africa, os soldados burundcnses
jd;;
demonstiaram paia além da dövida. que desde queo canoda arma scja utilizado

na polftica, o exéicito ganha uma saliencia sera precendeiites como tbiva
polftica.Como instituiqäo,cle;näohcsiiaräcmreverDSeupape]4smuita.svezes
confinado å defesa do lenitbrionacional
para incluir a govema^ao.
Teiu Buyoya alguma vez conteraplado o facto de que o seu programa de;
transijäo que condiiziu iisclei^oes de 1993 e quese baseiava '.‘nbregresso aos
qtianéis” em termos reais dcra aos civis o papel supremo que haviam perdido?;
Isto sb podcria ser garantido por uma redugao drd.stica das prerrogatiyass
militäres, uma
sittua^o que a longo prazo toraaria irnpossivei ao exército
—

eondescender sem reöcencias.

Taiscrisesicomo o a.ssunto de capa nesta ediqäo confuma, säochispadas por
acentuadas desigualdades resultantes; dc adulterados processes de
desenvolvimento que grassam na maior parte dixs paises atWeanos, resukanddO;
geralmente em impactos negativos nos processos politicos internos é na
demoaacta. Å medida que a grandes sectores da populaqäo <S imjiedida a;

participaeäo polftica. a alicna^aoaumema As minorias sao tiranizodas tat (»mp
com o povo Ogoni na Nigeria, eo poder polftico é eada vez mais
concenuado nas mäo dc civis, fortemente apoiados iror militäres ou por;
oligarquias buroeraticas militäres.
;; ;
A crescente fendencia para a militarizagaodos estados africanos e a
rapida
ffagmentaeao dos estados; nacionais com base em cOnsideragöes;;dtnicas.
regionais, religiösas Qulingufsticas,Griamconii'adieöes inteniaseguetTa.seiviSi
dc umamagnitudequcjaclama iielainterveneäo externa. Na maiortadoscasos.
ao factor extemo opoem-se as foreas conteidatmias, que na sua ftlria. rebeldia e
reeusa de aceitar as im[»SK,'5cs ofieiais redobram as suas tdtaicas de vigilancid;
;e de vigilantes Onde estes gruposcontrolam vastos rccwsqs tais comp
pt^leb
foi/é 0 caso

diamantes; eles envolvem-se muitas vczes em manc^ras clandestinas de
mobilizagäo de novas relapöes socials que tomam tats elementos extemos
DU

iOliteiS,.::.:
Numcontinentc ondeos soldados jddemonsD'aram

mais a.suaarrogfinciaem
relapäo aos civis do que pröpriamente o argulho profissionaJ, tomousse dificil
aceitar a sua intervenpao ero questöes politicas, näo imporiaquäo nobres sejam
as suas intenpSes; A hisKliia tem demonstrado
que eles lambdm sucumhem e
fleam emaranhados na mesma corvuppao e falta de visao que caracterizara os
seus predecessores civis.
Os milttai'es j.1 foram e continuam responsdveis por processos söcioeconömicosquc tornam a construpäoda democracia ijuma tarefa extremamente
dificil. Torque é essenciafmente uma insiitui^äo näo democratica, o aparelho
militär nutre regimes e Jndtvj'duos dvidos pelo |XKler ,is expensus dos ideats;
democraiicos.
A Africa jd testemunhou o suficiente. A violencia desencadeiada peJa
militmizapäo assumiu;o;lugar:do discurso democrdtico. Soldados empurdiando;
armas, jovens drogados e armados.esenhoresdegueiTa exibindocolares de Ouro

comunicando através de telefones moveis nunca seräo a respo.staque a ertse;;
africana nccessita. Pelo contrario, eles itao exacerbar a mjlitarizapäo da polftica
africana que em muttos;ciBOS resulta numa violencia de proporpöes ateiTadoras.

e

a

proliferapäo de armas morbTems e;uma cultura de violencia,®
Sapem July, 1996
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democratic process in that country,

resulting in tragic consequences as has
been

seen

in countries like Rwanda,

Sierra Leone,

Nigeria, Burundi, etc.
Democracy has come from a long way,
and to have it killed simply to safeguard

the

personal ambitions of an individual

who (mis)

ruled Zambia for 27 years is

unfortunate and shortsighted on
part of those Western governments

very
the

contemplating to cut off aid.
The new Constitutional changes should
not be viewed in terms of Kaunda alone,
but

importantly, from the quest by
majority of Zambians over a
period of many years, to be ruled by a
truly Zambian native. But then how do
you draw the line, particularly in the
face of the historical fact that presentday Malawi (which is where Kaunda's
parents are alleged to have come from),
more

the vast

MOZAMBIQUE: PICKING UP THE
PIECES
From your coverage

of Mozambique
(SAPEM, Vol. 9, No. 9, June 1996), the
impression is that here is a country
devastated by war which not only has
learnt from the experiences of war, but
is determined to heal the wounds of
that

war

and rebuild itself. In a recent

visit to Mozambique, 1

could witness the
magnitude of the destruction not only
on the infrastructure, but also on people.
But I was encouraged by the high spirit

Zambia and Zimbabwe

were

once

federated states? Certainly, there must
be a clause in the citizenship code which

stipulates that individuals who were born
or who migrated within this geographical
space during the period of the
federation of Rhodesia and Nyassaland
should be allowed to settle in and be
considered citizens of any
countries.

of these

United

Joseph Ncube
Bulawayo

which sensationalises this and in the

process misleads. It is the hardline "far
left" organisations who claim that

“nothing has changed in SA". They cite
the difficult

questions that need careful

consideration as their "evidence" of this,
for instance the issue of Land and
Economic wealth. It is true that these are

"fundamental" issues but it is careless to
sum

up

the SA situation and put all the

gains made so far at risk because

you
must "return the land to its owners" as

they argue.
In order to address the "National
Question

fully", South Africans need to
clarify this among themselves first and
be at one. Our population make up is
not that unique compared to our
neighbours, where there is a great divide

Charles Ntumwa

I found.

partly true!
People must understand that the
minority rulers were not defeated in war
or that they surrendered power. The
settlement is that you cannot talk of
“majority rule” until 1999, let alone
“African majority rule". We are in a
transition to a normal political setup in
1999. Thanks to the ANC negotiators
who rejected a permanent "national
unity government" proposed by the
National Party, who preferred it to
perpetuate itself beyond year 2000. And
they have realised the futility of this
arrangement and quit the GNU (and
headed for extinction where they
belong).
Why is it that your views on the issue of
“Uhuru" are partly not true is that there is
a similar tendency right here at home

Kingdom

Zimbabwe

between Whites and Blacks.

“NOT YET UHURU”

On the role SA

Constitution which bars former

However, your assertion that "South
Africa remains a Black country in White

President Kenneth Kaunda from running

clothing" is a contentious one. You talk

play in Africa and
only with full
cooperation with the neighbours that
we may do so. The recent trade skirmishes
with Zimbabwe is the last thing we need.
Indeed SA can play a major and
meaningful role if other stakeholders are
not unduly threatened by the economic
power and infrastructure that SA has

of

odd and

both in the

Unity so
artificial as to almost defy political sense".

Alfred Mafuleka

Your editorial, "Not

are

yet Uhuru" {SAPEM
Vol.9, No.8, May 1996) left me with
conflicting conclusions. Your sober
analysis of the South African situation
and progress since 1994 was more than

Zambia because of the

accurate.

ZAMBIAN CONSTITUTIONAL

CHANGES: FORGET RHODESIA
AND NYASALAND?
The reports that Western governments

considering to suspend aid to
country's
parliamentary decision to approve the
new

for the

Presidency, are quite disturbing.

it is a decision that could contribute

to the derailment of the

fragile

an

"interim constitution

so

the Government of National

Southern

can

Africa,

region and the continent.

Durban
South Africa
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WEST AFRICA

Zaya Yeebo

sub-region in
Africa, West Africa has the highest
number of military rulers, armed
factional movements and governments
with a military past. Out of its sixteen
countries, only Senegal and the Ivory Coast
have so far avoided falling under military
dictatorships. Politics has become violent,
empty of theory and dominated by gun
wielding soldiers, drugged and armed
civilian youths, and warlords who wear
gold chains and use mobile telephones.
This scenario is worrying. Militarisation
of politics comes with violence of
horrendous proportions, the spread of
deadly weapons and a culture of violence
among the youth.
When Ghana gained independence in 1957,
West Africa became the epi-centre of anticolonial resistance mainly because of Kwame

M

ORE than any

Nkrumah’s

commitment

to

African

independence. The Ironsi coup of 1961 in
Sapem July. 1996

Nigeria opened the floodgates to what is now
known as military regimes in West African
history. This was swiftly followed by coups
in Benin, Togo, Ghana, Burkina Faso, Sierra
Leone and then Liberia.

However, the coups

of the late 1960s and

early 1970s had a particular flavour. They
were led by seniormilitary officers aligned to
factions of the ruling elite. In the case of
Ghana, the 1966 coup was led by officers,
like Colonel Emmanuel Kotoka, Major A. A.
Afrifa and Police Commissioner J. W.

Harlley, who were recruited and paid by the
US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). They
also belonged to the secessionist movement
of former Ewe Togoland. Subsequent coups
in Ghana and Nigeria were also led by senior
military officers. Benin broke the mode when
junior officers staged several corps in the
1960s. In Sierra Leone, junior officers also
tried to topple the Siaka Stevens government.
The rise to power

of the officer

corps

in

largely neo-colonial armies created
problems. Firstly, the army had not
been designed to rule, and its officers lacked
basic democratic credentials. They had a
barracks and sandbag approach to governance
and democracy. Just like the civilian oneparty states they replaced, they tended to be
undemocratic, and unable to resolve the crisis

these

several

in the neo-colonial economies of West Africa.

Secondly, their imperialist paymasters
tended to

see

them

as

real

guardians of their

neo-colonial interests, and led them on to

implement policies which exarcebated the
claimed they had come

economic crisis they
to solve.

Ghana provides the best and worst example

1966, the CIA helped
topple Kwame Nkrumah, Ghana’s first
president. The National Liberation Council
(NLC) which took over was a coalition of
the far right consisting of the United Party

of this phenomenon. In
to

which Nkrumah had defeated in three
5
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elections and Major General Kotoka’s faction

representing the Ewe secessionist movement.
regime paved the way for the IMF and
World Bank when they started dismantling
the welfare state which the Kwame Nkrumah
This

hadbuilt after independence.
Subsequent military rulers like Colonel
Ignatius Acheampong were more
government

nationalistic and tried to reverse the disastrous

policies ofthe NLC and its civilian supporters.
However, Acheampong’s nationalistic
policies forced imperialism, to squeeze the
regime so hard that it finally collapsed. One
of these policies was his refusal to pay loans
unfairly.
(meaning: “we shall

which he said had been contracted
He called it YENTUA

pay”). The nationalistic Acheampong
regime was forced out of power in a palace
coup by a coalition of a certain section of the
neo-colonial army and a powerful business
class in Ghana. Acheampong’s removal
brought the IMF and World Bank to the centre
stage of Ghanaian politics. Like most West
not

groups would have suffered years of
harassment
including torture and

a process which can lead to serious military
crisis. The war in Sierra Leone has largely

imprisonment.

avoided this, but Liberian

Liberia and Sierra Leone

are

classic

examples of factional armed movements
challenging the authority of their government
in the vicious struggle for power in West
Africa. In Senegal and Mali, similar groups
also exist. To a large extent therefore, it can be
said that with a few exceptions (Ivory Coast)
the whole V/est African sub-region is engulfed
in military conflict. The only differences being
whether it is the military against itself, the
military againstciviliansorthemilitaiy against
Military regimes created the impression

political power can only be won and
maintained through the barrel of a gun. Young
that

and junior rank officer corps gave credence to
this opinion. That meant anyone with political
saw

the army as an easy means

of

attaining political power. But with time, the

the emergence of the Movement for Freedom

option has been totally discredited.
Despite this, military rulers are not willing
to give way. The case of the late Samuel Doe,
and Ft. Lt. Jerry Rawlings of Ghana are clear
examples. From “provisional” ruling councils,
they transform themselves into permanent
structures. These regimes, becomecomplacent
and treat theircitizens with utter contempt and
this creates an atmosphere of mutual distrust
which is further compounded by economic
problems associated with modem day IMF
structural adjustment programmes.
The few resources and jobs available are for
only those linked to the military and the ruling
party. Corruption has been elevated to a
respectable status in which all top members of
the government are jostling for power and
wealth. Recently, Paul Obeng, one of
Rawlings’ closest allies was caught napping
when he was accused of corruption. His reply

and Justice which

initially aligned itself to
with him.
Samuel Doe systematically ruined Liberia,

was

Samuel Doe, but soon fell out

“this is what everybody does when they come

and laid the foundations for the emergence of

leader executed six top

African governments Acheampong’s
was

regime,

unable to resol ve the social and economic

mounting since the
February 1966 coup. This situation paved the
way for the junior ranks uprising of June 4th

crisis that had been

1979.
Master Sergeant Samuel

in Liberia and

Doe’s dictatorship

Captain Valentine Strasser’s

disastrous government
followed this trend. The

in Sierra Leone,

only exception has
been that of YahyaJammeh’s school boy type

antics in The Gambia where Sir DawdaJawara
had ruled for 30 years

before the 1994 coup
against his government.
The failure of the Tolbert’s government to
resolve basic economic

problems created

serious economic and social crisis in Liberia.
This and the need for structural

change, led to

armed movements. The same applies to Sierra

Leone, and

might subsequently apply to The

coup
_

“obiaa baa saa”(in Akan, this means:

power”). Coming from a government whose
military leaders
including three former headsof state for alleged
corruption, this is not just an admission of
to

acknowledgement that the

Gambia.

failure, but

Nigeria has a classic military regime led by
General Sani Abacha. Ghana, Togo, Guinea

government is cormpt to the core. This means
that the reasons for which Rawlings came to

(Conakry) and Burkina Faso have ex-military
rulers who after hijacking the state and the
resources that go with it, formed parties to

power on 4th June 1979 and again on
December 1981, are no longer valid.

for power. These regimes win with
ease because of the resources they control and

this low level of moral decline,

contest

because prior to these elections, the opposition
Sapem July. 1996

an

West African governments

be based along ethnic

armingsomesectionsofthemilitaryorcivilian
groups. In this process, weapons are easily
distributed without proper control. In addition
to

this, in

a

conflict situation, various groups

capitals of European countries to
buy weapons and land mines. This leads to the
proliferation of weapons, drug dealing and
other related social problems.
West Africa is therefore a region dominated
by small armed factions, bitter warlords with no
political agendaexceptthequestfor power, and
largely untrained youth with weapon power.
The pol itics ofmobi 1 isation and political rhetoric
has been taken over by the politics of the gun.
In West Africa today, politicians or political
groups that had weapons or armed factions
can claim to have a stake in power sharing
anytime. Even countries like Ghana and Ivory
Coast, whose governments are largely
acclaimed to be politically stable by the West,
do not feel safe unless they have all the
Commando units and the army behind them.
Anyone who seeks to challenge their
legitimacy would also need an army.
Liberia will remain a country dominated
by armed factions for a long time to come,
even after the end of the present war. Nigeria
is tottering along the same dangerous path as
some opposition politicians announce
“armed struggles” in the Western Press.
Senegal, Mauritania, Ivory Coast and others
rush to the

armed resistance movements.

ambitions

military factions
lines, hence the
complexities of the fighting.
Another factor in the continuing
militarisation of West African politics is the
abundance of 1 ight weapons such as the AK47.
Military regimes tend to rule with little support
from the army itself, and succeed largely by

seem to

31st

which reach
political
incompetence and economic disaster, often
resort to mobilising people along ethnic lines.

will follow suit unless difficult economic
conditions

imposed by the IMF and the
subsequent social difficulties are reversed
and more welfare, people oriented policies
are adopted as opposed to the present harsh
difficulties West Africans face. Reversing
this means telling the IMF, World bank, US
Ambassadors and western multinationals to

get out. Which regime in West
leader with the

Africa has a

right vision and political
courage to say this?
As for the ordinary people, they will
continue to challenge their governments,
and if they cannot be unseated through the
ballot box, others are likely to resort to the
gun. The cycle continues.
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LIBERIA AND SIERRA LEONE

CAN FOREIGN MONEY
BRING PEACE?
Yusuf Bangura

M

ASTER SERGEANT Samuel

style of rule since
12 April 1980 military coup

Doe’s brutal
his

stage for the “ethnocide” which
ordinary Liberians have witnessed in the
set the

last six to seven years.

His state-sponsored

against Manos and Gios, an
ethno-linguistic group associated with his
rival and former ally in government,
General Thomas Quiwonkpa, was shortsighted. Gios and Manos became easy
violence

turned Liberia’s forests and mineral
into their private property,

which
they control by force of arms. The richest
and, therefore, the most powerful isTaylor.
His links extend deep into Cote d’Ivoire’s
power structure, France, and some of the
transnational mining and timber
companies. However, the fact that the quest
for material gain is intimately linked with
elite-sponsored ethnic rivalry and brutal
resources

violence makes it difficult to end the

war.

per cent of Sierra Leoneans are currently
armed to fight a war, whereas for Liberia a

much

higher number of individuals, about

2.4 per cent, are armed.
'
It is also well-known that Liberia has
much

a

higher number of armed factions

than Sierra Leone. In the

case

of Liberia,

four main armed groups and at
least three minor ones, whereas only the
there

are

RUF is known to exist in Sierra Leone.
Fears of armed factions that

are

led

or

Roosevelt’s removal from his cabinet post

sponsored by exiled APC stalwarts in

Patriotic F ront of Liberia (NPFL), which

in the

Guinea and the UK have

slaughtered a lot of Krahns and
Mandingos (seen as allies of Doe) when
in 1990, they fought their way to
Monrovia from Nimba County, the base

of arrest that was issued by the transnational

borne out. Of course. Sierra Leone

council

Liberia’s misfortune of

recruits for Charles

Taylor’s National

agriculture ministry and the warrant

(largely inspired by Taylor) was
interpreted by Krahns in what remains of

by Prince Johnson’s

—

ULIMO-K and ULIMO-J. Later, even the
NPFL broke up when
Laveli Supuwood and

Tom Woewiyu,
others accused

Taylor of pursuing an Americo-Liberian
agenda of destroying the resources and
infrastructure of the countryside.
Ethnic conflict in Liberia is largely about
elite/individual and alienated youth control
of power and resources within a united
Liberia. All the “warlords” are rich, having
Sapem July, 1996

important also to take into account

the calibre of leaders that the two countries
have thrown up

in their respective conflicts.
Partly because of a functioning government
in Sierra Leone, it was possible to attempt

the

Kromah/Roosevelt Johnson factions

shares

having “sobels”
(AFL in the case of Liberia) and any number
of bandits that may not be under the control

It is

group (a breakaway faction of the NPFL),
and the rapid spread of Taylor’s power in

countryside and in parts of the capital
city, weakened the grip of the Krahn
military leadership in politics. Many fled
to Sierra Leone. They were encouraged by
the All People’s Congress (APC) and
Peoples Redemption Council (NPRC)
governments (there were many reports
which also implicated ECOMOG the
ECOWAS peacekeeping force) to form
United Liberia Movement (ULIMO) and
to fight alongside the Sierra Leonean army
against the Revolutionary United Front
(RUF) led by Foday Sankoh. The Krahn
Mandingo alliance later broke up into Alhaji

far not been

of armed factions or bona fide government
soldiers.

of their activities.

Doe’s execution

so

to

hold leaders accountable for their

behaviour.

Even

functionaries and

Foday Sankoh: Still in the bush
the old government army (The Armed
Forces of Liberia (AFL), as an unfriendly

against Krahns. A thick cloud of mutual
suspicion hangs over the so-called

act

transnational council.
The density of militarisation—measured
in terms of the number of armed individuals

per capita, with an intention to fight a war
is much higher in Liberia than for
—

example in Sierra Leone. If we are to
believe official figures about the military
strength of the army and rebels, there are
about 10,000 soldiers and 5,000 rebels in

Sierra Leone for

population of four
people. In Liberia, we are told that
the combined strength of all armed factions
a

though NPRC
ordinary soldiers often

took the law into their hands, it is well
known that

they loved to be praised for
the country towards
a new path. Thus, there were always uneasy
their attempts to steer

tensions between

concerns of legality and
illegality, thuggery and good manners,

coercion and consent, in the bahaviour of
the NPRC leaders.

Indeed,

once

Maada Bio and his

public
influencing the pace and direction of
change after the Bintumani II Conference,
Bio as leader decided to play strictly
according to the rules. Sierra Leoneans
were lucky also to have had a man of James
government lost the initiative to the
in

million

Jonah’s calibre to head the most

is about 60,000 out of a total of two and

institution in the transition. Interim
National Elections Commission (INEC).

half million

Furthermore, the leaders of the two main

people. Thus, roughly 0.35

important
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parties, Tejan Kabbafi" and Karefa Smart,
are people of integrity and wide-ranging
public service experience. For now, these
parties have mass support and are not

largely responsible for footing the bill in
El Salvador. And the Scandinavians in

particular have played positive roles in
Mozambique by providing funds for

beholden to armed groups.

rehabilitation, resettlement and the
reintegration of fighters into viable
livelihood activities. Despite James
Jonah’s extensive foreign links, he was

Unfortunately, the picture in Liberia is
not so rosy. The country has had its own
share of honest and dedicated leaders

—

Sawyerr, Pa Tamba Taylor and Sankawulo
but these do not carry the same weight
in Liberia as Tejan Kabbah and Karefa

not

that

—

Smart do in Sierra Leone. The
events are

of the

movers

was

needed for the elections in Sierra

Leone. INEC had to put out advertisements
in newspapers pleading with unpaid

of

those who have committed some

presiding officers and polling assistants
to bear with the organisation until the
shortfall of $1.3 million is provided by

atrocities in the

sub-region.
All armed groups are keenly aware of the
fact that each is capable of cheating and
committing atrocities. Outside of their
armed cocoons, none has operated under
any formal system of rules that is based on
trust, honesty, principles, and respect for

Charles Taylor: Turning Uberia’s
forests and mineral resources into
private property?

law and order.

using

worst

able to raise all of the US$17 million

and

none

believes the other is

donors.
For Liberia and Sierra Leone, what is

capable of

power for the common good.
The problem with Liberia and Sierra

Indeed, the capture of Doe in 1990 right
nose of ECOMOG commanders,

under the

Leone is that there

and his

that

are no external

willing to bank-roll

subsequent torture and slaughter,
may have played into the calculations of
the warring factions, particularly Taylor’s.

US$2 billion

Each leader has so much blood in his hands

get peace, mostly by Japan.

are

a

donors

political

settlement in the two countries. About
was

spent in Cambodia to

Italy

was

really needed is short term support to reintegrate the alienated youth back into
society. Both countries have the resources
to revive and sustain developments in the
education and

health

sectors

if the

governments can show strong commitment
towards

regaining control of the natural
Donors can play a big role in
helping the new governments to recover
resources.

such control .■
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NIGERIA’S COSTLY GIMMICKS
Amaza Mazonde

O

VER
the past 11 years, two
successive military governments
have been

trying to implement
Nigeria’s third and fourth transitional
programmes to instal democracy.
General Babangida seized power in 1985,
and his administration embarked

on

Instead, like his predecessor, he stunned

Nigerians by dissolving all democratic
institutions that had been established by
Babangida’s administration over a period
of eight years, of which he was an integral
part. Replacing all dismissed civilian
governors by military officers, it seemed
almost like a vendetta and in one foul swoop,

Nigeria’s third transition programme that
eventually ended in 1993, with the infamous

eight

cancellation of the June 12 election. This

went up

blunderous act necessitated his

stepping
in disgrace, leaving the
country dangling on the precipice of ethnic
down from power

years

of effort and billions of dollars

in smoke.

Abacha’s administration, like the previous

be characterised by numerous
stalling tactics. In this case it was to take the

one, was to

disintegration.

latest transitional programme, to

implemented

over

the end of 1994 in the form of

a

resolution

compelling the military to hand
over power to a civilian elected government
on or before the 1st of January 1996.
This was ruthlessly squashed by the
administration and this date has

come

and

gone. Meanwhile, the main instigators of
this conference resolution, retired Generals

Shehu Yaradua and

Olusegun Obasanjo

both

languishing in jail on trumped up
charges of coup plotting, and serving
are

respectively.
As far as regimentation is concerned this
fourth transition programme of the Abacha

and two years

later on the 1st of
October 1995, announced the fourth and
over

came at

commuted sentences of death and life

General Sani Abacha’s administration
took

Ironically this issue was the singular reason
was taking place. The
first test of the sovereignty of the conference
that the conference

be

administration is second

three

years.
a total of 14 years

to

none

and

This will mean
in a row,
have been spent trying to achieve the singular

characterised

task of

fourth transition programme in any way;
the systematic incarceration, maiming and

electing

one man as

by the following: two new
decrees, making it a crime to oppose the

President of

Nigeria.
The

executions of

legion and steeped in our
history, but the major culprits are:
pseudodemocratic and regimented
transitional programmes, the politicisation
of the military, power block conflicts (a
euphemism for tribalism) and the mortal
fear of the retrospective probing hands of

form

the law.

conference. Due

reasons are

The fact that Abacha

Babangida’s
council,
the highest policy making body in the land
for the entire eight years of Babangida’s
transitional programme leaves serious doubt
as to the ability of this regime and indeed
their moral right to claim to be able to effect
a transparent democratic process or reverse
the decrepit state of Nigeria’s economy and
integrity.
If Abacha really meant well for Nigeria,
was

number two in the supreme military

he could have rectified the mistakes of the

individuals’ attempts to run

Does Abacha

mean

well for

Nigeria?

of yet

another constitutional
to worsening national
instability and popular agitation, it was
agreed that this conference would be
comprised of nationally elected delegates
with sovereign powers to critically examine
and resolve Nigeria’s inability to attain
transparent and lasting democracy and
provide solutions for the numerous socioeconomic and ethno-political injustices
prevailing in Nigeria. Its outcome and
decisions were to be binding on the military
administration.

Sadly it transpired to be nothing of the
sort.

ethnic wounds and societal fractures that

of the conference. This it achieved,

previous electoral process.
Overnight stardom would have been his
to enjoy for life, just like his counterpart
Brigadier Madda Bio of Sierra Leone.
SapemJuly, 1996

despair banning certain aspiring
for democatic
office; and denying access of legitimate
international fact finding missions like the
utter

preceding third transition programme in a
spirit of reconciliation, to heal the deep
emanated from the cancellation of the

prodemocracy forces that

attempt to voice the national feelings of

The Abacha administration

totally

shackled the thought processes and outcome

firstly
by infiltrating the conference with 96
government appointed delegates and
secondly, certain issues were strictly
withheld from debate, paramount of which
was

the June 12 election annulment.

Commonwealth and the United Nations,
into Nigeria.
The

staggered nature of the proposed

elections, the conflicting and highly
controversial resolutions purposely

drawn

up by the national conference, and the
continued incarceration of prodemocracy

activists

that the military by virtue
national instability, will be
compelled to step up regimentation and
remain in power well into the 21st
ensures

of progressive

century.
In the words of Balarabe Musa, a leading
Nigerian activist: “Any civilian who
participates in a transition programme that
is fully regimented by the military, has
himself to blame for whatever happens”.

Chief Abiola learnt this lesson the hard
way. But what choice did Nigerians have, in
their quest to achieve democracy? A stand
off with the military

proved to be expensive

in terms of lives.BII
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BOTSWANA

ARMS RACE SCARES
NEIGHBOURS
Fernando

F

OLLOWING the April revelations

to

that the generals

With

been

in Botswana have
globetrotting with shopping

lists for tanks,

artillery, warplanes and
military
hardware,
the
predominant view among political

Goncalves

expand and modernise its defence forces.

of 570 000 square kilometres,
it is the seventh largest territory in Southern
an area

Africa, after Angola, South Africa, Tanzania,
Namibia, Mozambique and Zambia, in that

1995/96 annual budget was estimated at 5
percent of the country’s US$4 billion GDP.
South Africa, with which Botswana shares
the

namely South Africa, Namibia, Zambia and

longest border, is not just the region’s
but is also believed to have
acquired nuclear capability, besides its
185 500-strong force, which includes the
army, the navy, the air force and paramilitary
forces. There is also a general consensus in
South Africa that Armscor, the country’s
largest arms manufacturer, is to continue its
operations, with the region and the rest of

from their colonial powers, Botswana’s army

Zimbabwe, with each

Africa

only in 1977 (11 years after
independence from Britain), at a time when
the country faced constant attacks from

varying degrees of relationships, although
they are all members of the Southern Africa
Development Community (SADC).

other

observers in Southern Africa has been

order. In contrast with the size of its territory,

watch out, Botswana is

the country has an estimated population of
1.5 million (1995 estimates), making it the

Khama, head of the Botswana Defence

above Swaziland.

getting bellicose!
Reacting to this, Lieutenant-General Ian

Forces

(BDF), said that unlike all its

neighbours, who had inherited large armies
was set

up

second least

populated in the region, just

It shares borders with four

one

countries,

of which it has

South African and Rhodesian forces.
Critics have come from every quarter,
while the Botswana government struggles
to

explain itself. “We

are

the

was

forced

for

seeking to enhance its influence in Southern
Africa.
In

1993, Botswana completed the

construction of

a

massive air base 105

kilometres northwest of Gaborone, a project
which was believed to have been encouraged

by the Americans.
However, with

instigation,

or

without foreign

a sober analysis would
that Botswana may be justified in its

12

reveal
efforts

anticipating that the

may escalate into war, that
Botswana is trying to enhance its defence

capability, which includes expanding its
defence force

to

10 000 personnel.

The argument that Botswana should not
seek to enhance its defence capability

because of the relative peace now prevailing
in the

region seems to downplay an
underlying principle in politics, where it is
posited that, in addition to acquiring political

some

result of the endless conflicts there, is

a

dispute

carriers from the Netherlands, at a cost so
far estimated at more than US$ 100 million.

as a

over the two country’s failure to
dispute about the ownership of a
3.5 square kilometre island along the Chobe
river, which officially forms their common

resolve

Some believe it is in

to remind

analysts in the region
believe that, rather than pursuing its own
defence interests, Botswana has jumped
into the arms race at the instigation of foreign
powers, particularly the United States, which
having lost its military presence in the Horn

Namibia,

amicable solution.

journalists that a good defence force is one
that is well trained and well equipped.
Botswana is reported to have placed orders
for 13 F-5 fighter bombers from Canada, 50
German-made Leopard tanks and 200 troop

However,

its main market.

matter has been referred to the
International Court of Justice (ICJ), after
the two governments failed to reach an

Botswana,” said Gen. Khama, while
President Masire

as

Botswana has had strained relations with

border. The

ones to say

what is and what is not necessary

superpower,

Masire needs

a

well

power, states must seek to enhance their
deterrence capability, which in military

equipped defence

force

terms

Botswana

has

a

permanent army

of

4 400

personnel, assisted by a 1 260strong paramilitary police mobile unit and
a 150-strong air force; modest numbers in
comparison to some of its neighbours who
have less territory to protect and limited
resources

to

look after their needs. For

example Zimbabwe, with less than two
thirds of Botswana’s territory, boasts of
an army of more than 51 (X)0, an air force
of 3 000, and a police force of 15 000.
Zimbabwe’s defence expenditure as for the

is considered to be more cost-effective,

and that

good and efficient armies

are

built

in times of peace.
There is also

between

an

inextricable

linkage

security and development, since

the wealthier states become, the more

they tend to spend to protect that wealth.
deposits, long borders,
and foreign reserves amounting to
US$3.85 billion (1992 estimates),
Botswana not only has something to
defend, as it hardly feels it is digging
deeper into its savings.*
With vast mineral
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Comfidential Notes
countries in the event that the situation in

NIGERIA
COMMONWEALTH’S
UNWILLING PARTNERS
LONDON

—

You

win with the

never

Nigerians. When the Commonwealth
Ministerial Action Group (CMAG) on
Nigeria, chaired by Zimbabwe’s foreign
minister Stan Mudenge met a 17-strong
Nigerian delegation led by foreign minister
Tom Ikimi, they had three key demands:
release of all political prisoners, including
Moshood Abiola and General Olusegun

Obasanjo, assurances of an early return to
civilian rule and

finally, the admittance of

aCommon wealth team to monitor progress
in

Nigeria.
Instead,

the

CMAG

team

were

thoroughly outmaneuvered by the skillful
Nigerians. This it'as not surprising, since it
had been an open secret that the
Commonwealth team
divided

over

was

Boutros Ghali’s bid for re-election.

Nigeria’s endorsement,
already
facing
Washington’s determination to block his
Without

Ghali,

Boutros

the support
majority of poor African states on
whom Nigeria has a great influence, albeit
promises of favourable oil deliveries and
re-election,

was

not guaranteed

of the

confront

Nigeria had been singled out as a possible
country to appoint an African candidate

the best strategy to

Britain, which was represented at

the

meeting by foreign secretary
Rifkind

fact-finding mission to
Nigeria in April, produced a report that
pleased the Abuja Generals. UN secretary
general Boutros Boutros Ghali, who is
seeking re-election later this year, sent a
message to the Commonwealth team
pleading with them to be lenient with
Nigeria, a key member of the OAU. At its
annual summit in Cameroon, on July 810, the OAU debated and endorsed

and

overseas

whom the US would back.

sign of gratitude towards the
Nigerians’ decision to decline the US
offer, Boutros Ghali had to ensure that the
As

a

OAU did not take

a

hard line against

Nigeria.
Gen. Abacha may

also have been

pleased that after some wave of confusion
in Pretoria’s policy towards Nigeria,
caused by Nelson Mandela’s emotional
outbursts in Auckland last year, the issue

reasons.

seems to

reported to have privately
companies that London
would not go along with an oil embargo as
proposed by other Commonwealth
members, mainly Canada, which has since
the London fiasco decided to go ahead
Chalker is

Britain’s soft
emanates

approach to Nigeria

from the fact that with some 5

currently living and
working in Nigeria, a tougher attitude
towards one of its African major trading

000 of its citizens

would prejudice a lot of British
business interests in Nigeria. This will
also mean the suspension of British
Airways flights to Lagos, consequently
limiting Britain’s capacity to evacuate its

partners

nationals and those of other European
SapemJuly, 1996

have been resolved in favour of

Deputy President Thabo Mbeki’s ‘quiet
diplomacy’ approach.
The same applied to Zi mbabwe’s stance.
It was

no

coincidence that President Robert

Mugabe visited Egypt (on his way to OAU
summit) which is Ghali’s home country.
Ikimi himself

with sanctions.

ZIMBABWE
HARARE

—

Gays and lesbians in

gearing themselves
big fight during the forthcoming

Zimbabwe Galz) are
for

a

Zimbabwe International Book Fair (ZIBF),

scheduled for

early August, where they
literature regarding their

will be display ing

sexual orientation.

Homosexuality is classified as a crime
country’s law. President
Mugabe’s anti-homosexual statements
under the

made international headline

news

last year

when he dismissed attempts

by Galz to
register their presence through participation
at

ZIBF.

and lesbians of Zimbabwe
organise private parties in Harare’s low
density residential areas and patronise
certain night-clubs, where for unstated
The gays

the clientelle is predominantly
They effectively use the foreign
media to highlight their plight,
and a
number of correspondents who have
covered gay and lesbian activities are
allegedly gay.
reasons,

white.

Whilst Galz

activities have been

by generous funding from a
Dutch organisation operating in Harare,
it has been extremely difficult for Black
boosted

development minister Lynda Chalker has
always been an unwilling party in the
Commonwealth’s bid to impose tougher
sanctions on Nigeria, for a variety of

assured British oil

GAYS AND LESBIANS IN

after having sent a

other financial benefits. In addition,

Ken Saro-Wiwa.

Malcolm

The Commonwealth team was also not

in concert with the United Nations, which

from the outset

Nigeria — which was suspended from the
club in November 1995, following the
execution of nine Ogoni human rights
activists, including writer and playwright

London

ZIMBABWE

Nigeria gets out of hand.

was

not central to

the

Nigerian victory in London. Much of the
credit goes to Gen. Abacha’s political
adviser, Ahmed Yadudu, who answered
most of the questions posed by the

Zimbabweans to

come out

of the closet

because of the
among the
is taboo.

predominant attitude
Africans that homosexuality

Leading Galz activists are drawn from
modelling houses, beauty saloons,
foreign personnel in the non-governmental
organisation and some lecturers at the
University of Zimbabwe.
There is no doubt gays and lesbians
will have a difficult time if they choose
to operate publicly in tbe country. They
the

will have to battle with the church,

politicians and “radical” groups of young
people like Sangano Munhumutapa and a

Commonwealth team.

few others from the Pan African Youth

point in
having managed to divide
the international community, the
military in Abuja are now poised to set
the agenda. Will you drown them in

Movement who

their oil?

and

The London debacle seems to

one

direction:

see homosexuality as an
abomination in African culture and will

not

hesitate to remind the

Christian

predominantly
population in Zimbabwe that

“another to another” is considered

unjust
unholy in the sight of the Lord.®
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SOUTH AFRICA IN TRANSITION
KWAZULU/NATAI.

BACK TO THE VILLAGE
BONGI KHUMALO

T

HERE WAS deep

disappointment
Party

at the Inkhata Freedom

(H^P’s)

poor

performance in the

recent local

government elections in
KwaZulu/Natal.

Although the IFP
with

overall

an

suffered

a

won

the elections

of 44.5 per cent, it
decline of 6 per cent from its
vote

1994

The mainly white and Indian National
Party (NP’s) share went up to 12.7 percent
from the 11.2 per cent in 1994, the
predominantely white democratic party
(DP) polled 3.3 per cent, the mainly Indian
minority Front 2.3 per cent, while
independents took 3 percent.
In

some

of the rural northern

regional

victory in the province, while failing
dismally to reach beyond the rural areas,
where most of the 300 chiefs are
firmly

councils the IFP has eclipsed all otherparties,

under IFP control.

control for the past two years and still the
party has been unable to persuade the

The African National

Congress (ANC)

took the majority of votes in the urban areas,
and

an

overall share of 33 per cent,

with the
remaining being shared by minority parties
which

seem

to

have

capitalised

on

disenchanted IFP supporters.

gaining nearly 100 per cent of the
The province has been under

vote.
Inkatha

electorate it is

doing a good job.
The IFP has blamed the low turnout of 44

percent as compared to the 1994’s 81 per
cent as the main cause for its
poor

performance, but political observers insist

that higher turnout tends to favour the ANC.
The DP had shown it is still

region, but it

a

force in the

must be worried that while it

persuaded the electorate in many wards
that it had the best councillors, a
large
proportion of voters seemed to use the

proportional

vote to the benefit of other

parties, especially the NP. The NP, playing
on

the fears of the communities with its

“hang killers and rapists” posters, showed
they had support in the Durban Metro and
in

Pietermaritzburg.

The ANC appears to have
strongly
consolidated its position as the dominant

party in the urban and industrial areas,
and has eclipsed all otherparties,
repeating
the pattern in the rest of the
country.
The National Party, as the results in the

Zimbabwe
Reinsurance

Corporation
Like the

giant baobab, we have capacity.
Capacity to support Southern Africa and Africa’s
insurance industry and its deveiopment.
.

.

And like its

mighty roots our tentacies stretch
Africa and Asia:- providing reinsurance
and risk management services to our ciients.
across

Zimbabwe Reinsurånce Corporation.
Professionai Guarantee for
ZimRe

.

.

Security and Growth.

Centre, 9thFloor

Cnr. Union
P.O. Box

Ave.Aeopold Takawira St.
4839, Harare, Zimbabwe

Tel: 263-4-790931/2, 795924/8
Telex: 24061 ZW. Fax: (14) 795929
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Cape in May showed, gained
momentum, possibly pushed up a little bit
by its withdrawal from the Government of
National Unity.
However, this is seen more in the

Western

homogenous group.
“They assumed that what is of the interest
to the businessman was of interest to the

proportional votes than in the urban ward
results, where independent and ratepayers’

working class.
“The ANC played the racial game. There
was an ANC pamphlet going around saying
‘they must vote for the ANC because they

done

have five Indian cabinet ministers, and the

association

candidates

have

surprisingly well, emerging as the second
largest grouping behind the ANC.
The DP, as expected, appears to have
strengthened its position amongst the upper
middle class, a niche for the liberals and
English-speaking farming communities.
The controversial Chats worth, Durban

political parties in
Durban have indicated that they are prepared
With the elections over,

to cut

deals with the victorious ANC on

The ANC

general elections.
can prevail or it could be doomed.

Peace

Since the ANC and IFP have become so

clearly segregated into metropolitan
industrial
areas on

areas on

the

Another view is

city’s six sub-structures.
tantalise smaller parties

can

with executive

positions

on

the various

province are now more
crystallised, and that the powercompetition
will increase. Anyhow, it is a relief that the
elections were conducted reasonably

peacefully with a few minor incidents when
polling stations did not open, a crowd was
sprayed with teargas when they refused to
leave a station when

they found out they
and

voting day.

.

historically stormy

province had
Massive

recent

peace
initiatives and a

Unconfirmed

before the

ANC, they got the Indian vote,
up for the taking to balance

the power in the region, wrong. Of the
1 100 984 registered voters for the 70-seat

Council, about 40 per cent were

predominant Indian areas,
Chatsworth and Phoenix, the NP and
Indians. In the

sen t a

Inkatha supporters: on

the campaign

that the

trail

But when all the

politicking is over, what

is in it for the communities at the end of the

day.
With Natal, being volatile and on a powder
keg due to political violence, what is the
fate of the region after the elections, the
communities are asking.

“I think peace

class and classes, have

and tourism

of the population. Cleavages between rural

University of Durban

and large urban areas, between race groups

Sapem July, 1996

in KwaZulu Natal, in the

aftermath of the elections, to continue.

and between the established

of

deepening polarisation between segments

and treated the Indians as a

situation

is going to stay,” he said.
the new councils to turn all
their focus on solving the numerous and
large problems that face the region and, at
the same time, on attracting investment

The election outcome suggests a story

Political scientist Adam Habib, an
Westville, said the ANC used a “suspect”

clear message

the

politicians
community is fed up with the
politicking. Although there is peace, a
low intensity civil war still continues.
President Nelson Mandela said political
parties in the province, especially the
IFP and the ANC, deserved praise for
contributing to the peaceful situation.
He said he expected the peaceful
to

Minority Front won the hearts and minds
of the voters. The ANC faired miserably.
academic from the

post-

elections twice has

the ANC.

was

over

ponment of the

sub-structures.

strategy

with

The

He, however, denies it,

metro

local

elections

an

unofficial electoral

which

desire to get

contributed to this.

election suggested that

NP.

security
deployment,

force

political

saying he is eager to
“meet the ANC halfway” but he will not
hear of any immediate discussions with the

ever

seen.

parties.

For the

probably the
peaceful
political event the
most

is that he may go to
bed with one of the

pact with

elections

The
were

historical

formed

a

whoshothimselfon

political manouvering
methods, speculation

he

registered,
policeman

were not

of power in most of
the sub-structures, and

reports

and conflict

that the lines of battle

support came for the
ethnic based party.
He holds the balance

dominant

hand, and rural

between the two could decline.

politician, Amichand
Rajbanzi and his
Minority
Front
showed voting trends
changed, where more

with his

one

the other, competition

for control of the

NP, none’.”

control of the

1994

upper-middle
deepened since the

It is

now

up to

so

that

jobs

can

grow.B
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MALAWI RAILWAYS LIMITED AND

PORTS & RAILWAYS

■

MOZAMBIQUE
(CFM.N)

NACALA

a
m

THE MOST COST EFFECTIVE TRANSPORT OPTION FOR

MALAWI
The Nacala route offers the best

option for Malawi’s import and
export cargo, just over 800 km away from Blantyre or Lilongwe.
GENERAL CARGO, BULKFUEL, LOOSE GRAIN AND CONTAINERS.
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For Malawi

shippers the Port of Nacala has

many

advan-

1 tages over other ports:
dedicated to Malawi traffic,

congestion.
loading and unloading of cargo,
efficient handling of containers,
prompt turn round of vessels,
storage available.
no

fast

The rail route between Malawi and Nacala is also you
best option for speedy and reliable transport:

%

4.=

constantly improving services,
transits of 30 hours from port to

a

Blantyre

Lilongwe.
daily train in each direction between malawi and
Nacala. monitoring of all transit traffic by Malawi
Railways own representative in Nampula - information available to shippers,
ability to run dedicated block trains,
all types of traffic handled,
simple payment systems,
one point of contact on Malawi
Railways or CFM
(N)) for all enquiries,
the most cost-effective route for shippers.
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ability to handle loose grain and fertilizer.
—
Shippers who shop around will find transport costs on
the Nacala Route least expensive.

9

Currently 1 train

per day runs in each direction between Malawi and Nacala
port with an average transit time of 30 hours.

For

more

information, Contact:
H. Thindwa

Assistant General manager (Traffic &
Marketing)
MIenga - Chief Traffic Manager
T.A. Nnensa Acting Chief Marketing
Manager
Tel: 640844, Telex: 44810, Fax: 640683
P.O. Box 5492, Limbe, Malawi
-

M.I.

-

OR
R. Daniel

-

CPM

(N) Representative - (Malawi)

Tel: 640379 Telex: 45241 Fax: 649279
P.O. Box

5771, Limbe, Malawi.
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MANDELA: FACING A WHITE

CONSPIRACY?
Gift Siso

A

DELIBERATE conspiracy to

sabotage the success of a Black
government in South Africa is
being blamed for most of the problems
facing the new government of President
Nelson Mandela.
The problems range from Health Minister
Nkosazana Zuma’s Aids furore to the current

crippling the country’s drive
foreign investment.
Without in vestment—foreign in particular
there can be no jobs, and it had been

wave

of crime

to attract

According to Baqwa’s report, Badenhorst

government is still suspect.
Some ANC leaders have

seen

in the

Party’s decision to break away
of National Unity as
part of that wider conspiracy to sabotage the
National

from the government

ANC government.
On the basis of the agreement that led to
the 1994 elections, the new government was

obliged to keep intact the old White civil
service.

—

expected that

a

boom in job creation could

major spin-off in the provision
of housing, a major ANC election item. It is

also lead to

a

estimated that out of the more than 42 million
South Africans, over half are without shelter.
The noble policy of reconstruction and
development, commonly referred to as the
RDP, which was designed to righten the
wrongs of the apartheid era has also fallen by
the wayside, mainly because of a serious lack
of funding. The ANC had been promised
funds by donor agencies and foreign

governments, including the US,
France, Germany, Japan and

Britain,

others which

sought to influence it to move away from its
policy of nationalisations. Two years after,
the funds have not been forthcoming, and
rumblings of sabotage are beginning to be
heard

as

In the

the ANC cries foul.
case

of the recent Aids furore, there

strong suspicion within the ministry that
some White government officials inherited
is

a

from the previous National Party government,

“The whole Aids
conduct of

some

play furore and the
officials smacks of

deliberate sabotage against the government.
This is the calibre of civil servants

Winnie Madikizela-Mandela: A snake
remains

a

we

have

with,” Madikizela-Mandela added.
Baqwa has suggested that Sarafina II be
scrapped and the assets of the company,
to put up

snake

“We found ourselves with the burden of

carrying over the cabbage of apartheid,”
says ANC member of Parliament Winnie
Madikizela-Mandela. “A poisonous snake

which included

shields its skin from time to time;

recouped. All these assets were to become
Ngema’s property in terms of the contract
he signed with the department.
But Zuma and her director general are not
out of the woods yet. Respected j udge Edwin

you call it a new snake,
snake with its venom”.

whether

it still remains

a

In the case of Dr Zuma, two senior White

succeed and who are suspected of being used

Aids saga,

hidden hand of destabilisation, stand
accused of deliberately misleading,
misinforming and ill-advising the health

being blamed for the whole
and the public protector, Selby
Baqwa, has recommended that the two
officials, Hugo Badenhorst and Johnny
Angelo, be investigated forpossible charges

minister.

of misconduct.

are

Fingers have been pointed at senior

Badenhorst is the chief director of the

members of the former government’s
security and intelligence circles, as well as
to some right wing dark forces, some of
whom still occupy high-ranking positions
in the civil service, the army and the police
force and whose loyalty to a Black

departmental support services, who was
charged with the task of implementing the
project which was due to premiere on World
Aids Day on December 1, 1995, while
Angelo was the acting chairperson of the
departmental tender committee.

SapemJuly, 1996

of the department of health.
regarding the tender
procedures. Baqwa found that Shisana and
the director of the HIV/Aids programme in
the department. Dr Abdool Karim, had
agreed on a ceiling of SAR5 million (about
US$1,2 million) but that the funding of the
play had suddenly skyrocketed to the
SAR14,2 million decided on by Badenhorst
and playwright Mbongeni Ngema, who
eventually won the contract to produce
Dr Olive Shisana,

Dr Shisana wrote to Badenhorst.

officials

a

director general

Sarafina 11.
“I thought for such an amount you would
have let me participate in the discussion,”

who are not happy to see a Black government

by

“deliberately misled and misrepresented the
true facts” about the tender procedure for
the play, which was found to be flawed and
defective. As for Angelo, it states that he had
colluded with Badenhorst in misleading the

tractor and

a

a 45-seater bus, a 24-tonne
semi-trailer, excluding other

items such as office equipment and furniture,

Cameron and Dr Clarence Mini, co-chainnan

of the National Aids Convention of South

Africa, have lashed

out at

the pair’s

“administrative

ineptness and grossly
inappropriate” handling of the crisis, saying
they had read the report of the publ ic protector
with a “sense of shame and anger”, and that
the minister’s handling of the crisis had
inflicted a massive blow to the country’s
struggle to contain the Aids virus. More than
SAR500 million expected in foreign funding
for the ministry of health is now jeopardised
17
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by the crisis. The European Union, one of
the ministry’s core funders, are reportedly
threatening to withdraw their funding. The
issue has been exacerbated by the ministry ’ s
failure to account for the expenditure
incurred with Sarafina II.
Zuma was described in the Selby Report
as having “lied” before the media and the
world, including misleading Parliament into
believing that the crisis around Sarafina II
was just a “pimple being blown out
proportion” by the media, and claiming that
the play was in fact worth more than the
SAR14,2 million it cost to produce. She
later retracted this under pressure from
opposition benches.
There are other elements to strengthen the
consipiracy theory, such as the recent arrest
of some police officers for their alleged
involvement in the Shobashobane massacre
in KwaZulu/Natal, on December 25, 1995,
and the current

wave

SA; crime

of violence in the

capital of the world

country, which many people believe has
been deliberately instigated by highly placed

his

White

diplomatic missions in South Africa, as most
of them are forced to invest more on security,
while cutting down on personnel.
A report by the Nedcor Project on Crime,
released recently by Professor Robin Lee,

police and army officers bent on
portraying the image of aBlack government
unable to maintain law, order and tranquility.
South Africa has in recent years been
described as the crime capital of the world, a
reputation that might negatively impact
President Mandela’s government efforts to
attract

investments.

But Police Commissioner
dismisses all this

George Fivaz
consipiracy theory, and

maintains that financial, material and

humanpower constraints, including lack of
co-operation from the community, tend to
limit the effectiveness of the police. The
police alone cannot eradicate crime, says
Fivaz, “but if the community continues to
harbour and hide them (the criminals) from

bags and go. Crime could lead to a great
reduction in the effectiveness of foreign

says

the crime

wave

had cost households

cases never come

before the courts.
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as

those offormer high-ranking intel 1 igence staff
Russel

Crystal, Warrick Davies-Webb and
formerly employed at the

Martin Yuill, all

memberofERA is said to be Keith Campbell,

the

formerly from Longreach (Pty) Ltd, a now
deregistered military intelligence front
company. Yuill is said to have left ERA a
number of years ago, according to an
investigation by Independent Newspapers
published in the Johannesburg Star
newspaper, on June 13, this year. The
information gathered by these networks is
said to be subsequently used to undermine
and discredit key government officials and

Sixty-eight percent of
people sampled by the report believe
that “crime is here to stay”, and that police
and the authorities were both powerless and
resourceless to stop the tide.
ANC leaders tend to believe that

they are
of White civil servants
that want to bring them down. They feel that
the victims of a crop
even

the current crime

wave

is

a

deliberate

attempt by some people in certain quarters
country, or that investors are reluctant to

that

(ERA), which is staffed by names such

International Freedom Foundation. The other

to ensure

Foreign diplomats and diplomatic missions
have not been spared by the criminals. The
Lebanese embassy in Sandton, Johannesburg,
has been robbed or burgled twice in a period
of just two months and the ambassador, who
was caught up on both occasions, has
announced that he might be forced to pack

networks is Executive Research Associates

SARI,7 billion and the country SAR31,1

he warns, while

or

National Defence Force (S ANDF). One of the
companies allegedly involved in spying

billion in 1995 alone.

the law, then we are going to continue to cry,”

dismissing any reports of
police members colluding with criminals.
However, there have been widespread
allegations, someofthem confirmed by safety
and security minister Sydney Mufamadi and
justice minister Dullar Omar, of some
members of the police taking bribes from
criminals to ensure that dockets go missing

government officials and the South African

tread

on

there

are no

investments in the

the South African soil for fear of

being mugged.
“This is all
ensure

a well calculated strategy to
that we do not succeed and we cannot

deliver the jobs we promised our people and

eventually fail to win the 1999 elections,”
Madikizela-Mandela claims.
The fears have been

strengthened by
allegations that notorious former apartheid
security agents were still hard at work,
operating spy networks that gather sensitive
information that is sold to foreign governments
and to international spy networks.
The main targets of the spy networks is the
South African Police Services, the ANC itself.

initiatives.

Fivaz recently

admitted that senior police
being spied on. This followed
the discovery of buggs in some offices of
high-rankingpolicemenwhichalmost caused
a rumpus, as the officers affected thought
they were being spied on by the government,
who were not sure of their loyalty. An
investigation was launched into the matter,
but no evidence was found, although Fivaz

officers

were

remained adamant that he and other top

police officers
“There is

a

were

being spied on.

hidden hand somewhere out

there, bent on ensuring we do not succeed as
a

Black government,” commented a senior

ANC official .g
Sapem July. 1996
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LABOUR FIGHTS FOR A BETTER
DEAL
Akwete Sande

L
ago.

Historically, Malawi

AST YEAR Malawian workers

in the informal sector.

Day for the first
time since independence 30 years

has been a provider of cheap labour for most

celebrated May

However the unions, who were

instrumental in the removal of Kamuzu
Banda autocratic regime in 1994, have
realised that democratisation does not

necessarily bring to an end the struggle
for better working conditions and fair
share of the economic cake.

population of 11
million, Malawi has about 600 000
employees in the public sector, about 1
million in the mainly agro-based industries
in the private sector and a few others in the
manufacturing sector, while the bulk of the
workforce, 2 million people, eke out a living
With

an

estimated

countries in the

region including South

Africa, Zambia and Zimbabwe. Remittances

migrant workers were once among the
main sources of foreign exchange earnings
from

for the country.

1964, Bandapromised
nation where the youth would
no longer trek to foreign countries in search
of education and jobs. Banda said employers
At independence in

a

prosperous

would

henceforth remunerate

their

employees fairly and labourmigration would
be stopped to encourage Malawians to stay
at home and develop their own country.
The outcome, however, was

the

far beyond

expectations. Thirty years down the

road, Malawi found itself at the bottom of

pile of developing African countries.
Poverty affects 60 per cent of the

the

population, Malawi wages are the lowest in
the region, houses are below habitable
conditions and the land can no longerprovide
enough to the rural folk due to over
exploitation.
These conditions forced the workers to

rally behind the Catholic Bishops when in
1992, they broke tbe silence and criticised
the regime in a Pastoral Letter which was
to ignite the fires of revolution that led to
Banda’s
the

own

downfall. Two months after

publication of the Pastoral Letter, the

workers took to the streets demanding better
pay

and improved living conditions, and

ZIMBABWE INSURANCE BROKERS LIMITED

INSURANCE.
CONTACT US FOR PROFESSIONAL ADVICE.
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Offices in: Harare,
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Association of Malawi feels that many
sections in the legislation give too much

despite the repressive tactics that led to the
slaying of 42 workers, labour shook an
establishment previously
regarded as

powers to employees and may further
jeopardise the relationship between the two

untouchable.

The show of force

sides.

by the workers

One of the contentious issues is

a

encouraged the birth of

clause in section 6 which prevents employers

political parties in the new democratic era.
The leaders of consultative groups

from offering benefits or inducements to
employees in order to avoid industrial action.
The association argues that if an employer

to

wishes

pressure groups
which would later become the genesis of

formed
negotiate better conditions for the
working class abandoned the cause and
showed their true colours: they emerged
as leaders of political groups which went
on to fight against the one party rule
elections. Former Vice

Chihana,

a

(AFORD),

the

a case

in

point. It was only after the 1994 general
elections that an organised trade union
movement emerged for the first time in
Malawi. The Malawi Congress of Trade
Unions
(MCTU)
recharged
its
constitution and held elections for

a new

conciliation of interests which

according to
experts has proved to be an effective way of
solving workplace disputes in many
Matters will only be brought

countries.

before the Industrial Relations Court if the

positions of the two sides are irreconciliabl^.
The Act provides for a seven-day notice
of strike action

nation-wide

the mediation process. Mediators from
outside the ministry of labour may be called

since

the

new

government came to fiower. A third
industrial action

protest the huge salary

to

increases awarded

to

senior civil servants

of up to

300 percent while junior officers
got as little as 12 per cent is currently
being prepared.Until now, a major
problem for the trade union movement
was that these activities were being
undertaken

conditions

happy with

provisions that give

reinstatement of dismissed

Chihana

leadership. The movement has staged two
strikes

or

strike it should be his/her

power to the
Industrial Relations Court to order the

Chakufwa

former trade unionist, is

a

so.
The association is not also

President and leader of the Alliance for

Democracy

offer better benefits

prerogative to do

which culminated in the 1993 referendum
and the 1994 general

to

in order to avoid

or

lock

out

after

exhausting

in, especially if the governsment is party to
the

dispute. The Act also calls for the
establishment of the Tripartite Labour
Advisory Council to advise government on
issues pertaining to labour.
However, the Bill has not been welcomed

by

everyone.

The Employers Consultative

employees,
arguing that this could be disastrous for
discipline and morale in the workplace
and that it impinges on the right of the
employer to hire and fire. The association
claims that

most

of its contributions into

tbe

drafting of the proposed legislation
have been ignored and tried hard to
have the approval of the Bill by
parliament postponed for a wh-ile,
pending further consultations. The
indications are that the employers
endeavours are failing.
The unions, however, have hailed the
introduction of the Bill.
have been mistreated

“We, workers,

for

more

than 30

years,” said the MCTU in a statement. “ So
let us fight for the passing of this Act,
because it will be our fighting tool,” added
MCTU leader, Ken

Mhango.B

while the statute books

remained

unchanged. The first task that
assigned itself was to lobby
government to pass a new Labour
Relations Act which does away with the
oppressive clauses of the past which, by
barring workers from staging strikes in
the country, virtually left them at the
whims of employers.
The act provides for the creation of an
the MCTU

GHANA

THE HANGMAN’S

NOOSE

Industrial Relations Court to deliberate

action and lock

out

has been enshrined in

the act, and workers can go on strike
provided certain laid down conditions are
met.

The
20

Samuel Sarpong

workers

grievances, a development
that will cut short the winding processes
associated with the recourse to regular
courts to settle industrial disputes. The
workers’ right to resort to industrial
on

emphasis in the new Act is placed on

INCE 1968, the
in Ghana.
In its

hangman’s

noose

has eluded prisoners condemned to death

stead, executions have been carried

out

by firing squads which

were

introduced

by military rulers then at the helm of political affairs in the country.
However, with the advent of late 1992 constitutional changes in Ghana no executions
have been carried out since 1993, although a number of death sentences have been

pronounced.
Sapf.m July, 1996
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Currently, there arc 292 people on the
row. Some of them have been waiting

death

Bonful wonders
what the eountry

12 years and there is no sign
they will be pardoned.
The deplorable conditions of Ghana’s
prisons and the trauma they suffer each
minute of their existence, has apparently
compelled Emile Short, the Commissioner
of Human Rights and Administrative
Justice, a body empowered under the
Constitution to investigate human rights
abuses, to call for the abolition of the death
penalty.
Recent investigations by the commission
revealed that there are many people in
prison, who had been awaiting execution
that would never come, thus making them

would look like if

suffer incalculable mental torture.

of

for

as

many as

that

According to Short, the uncertainty of
their fate has traumatised most condemned

prisoners beyond measure.
Short describes the principle underlining
the death penalty — an eye for an eye — as
“a law of the j ungle and a law of vengeance”.

criminals

were aware

that they could kill,
maim and rob others
with

death threat

no

hanging over their
heads

The debate

it is not merely because of the
congestion at the condemned cells and the
trauma that such prisoners go through that
He says

abolished.
“It is more because the death sentence is

he thinks the law must be

degrading, cruel, and inhuman, and violates
Article

15 of the Constitution, which

contends

that

there

or

of the

otherwise
death

penalty has
stepped up
following
the
conviction recently
now

been

a

Nana

pop star, one
Kwasi

Agyemang, who has
been

sentenced to

death for
dead

a

shooting

taxi driver.

Nana

Kwasi
his

innocence

throughout the trial,
stressing that his gun had gone off
accidentally, killing the taxi driver.
Varied views have since been expressed
about the death penalty issue.

his father
“There

struggle to

to

Bar Association

of the Ghana
(GBA), also thinks those

they could kill, maim and rob others with

on

the death

row

should be made to work

as

that will be a better
The debate still

no

death threat hanging over their heads

as a

punishment.

Sam Okudzeto, President

for

society,

retribution to society.

and has become more pronounced
people seem to be losing faith in
the judicial system, because of recent
judgements which have gone against the
expectations of the public.
rages on
as more

Agyepong, an engineer,
penalty should be abolished.
Agyepong, whose father was among
three judges abducted and killed by
soldiers during the heady revolutionary
days of Ghana’s current President Jerry
Rawlings, does not think the death penalty
is the solution to stopping crime in the
To Kwabena

the death

country.
“I believe there should
system.
we

be

a

reform

That is where society has failed;

have not been able to reform the

Agyepong says he did not get any
satisfaction when the people who killed
his father were executed.

“Istrongly believesomeinnocentpeople
might have been killed just because of the
imperfections in our judicial system,” says
Kofi Bentum,

who had killed their fellow human

could talk

criminals.”

no

Agyepong says he did not get any
satisfaction when the people who killed

to

which armed robbers and murderers

beings
about human rights because

they had refused to acknowledge the rights
of others.”
Sapem July, 1996

and I had
education,” he

support for us,

pursue my

criminal. Governments and society should
feel responsible for the action of

on

executed.

were

was no

says.

are

imperfections in thecriminal justice system
that often results in innocent people being
convicted of crimes they did not commit.
“And since the death penalty is
irrevocable once implemented, it needs to
be given a serious thought before innocent
people are killed,” Short insists.
The deputy interior minister, K. A.
Bonful, however, maintains that the death
penalty is vital in maintaining law and
order, and stresses that it needs not to be
scrapped from the statute books.
“Indeed, I do not see the moral grounds

Jerry Rawlings

Bonful wonders what the country would
look like if criminals were aware that

prohibits such punishment.”
Short

over

relevance

the

maintained

According to Short, the uncertainty of
their fate has traumatised most
condemned prisoners beyond measure.

a

as

punishment.

a

student.

Others have, however,
matter

what, capital

be there to

serve as a

maintained that

punishment needs
deterrent to would-

be-criminals,H
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TACKLING POVERTY
Antonio Gumende
OVERTY

to be

the

annum.

Zimbabwe, with as
much as half the population
surviving on less than $120 (US$12) a

average

p

seems

on

increase in

month, the amount needed to

cover

the

most basic of all necessities: food.

Adjustment Programme (ESAP) in
Zimbabwe will certainly take the Just
released preliminary study on poverty as a
welcome addition to their growing arsenal.
The ‘1995 Poverty Assessment Study
Preliminary Report’ shows that, despite
five years of adherence to World Bank and
the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
backed economic reforms, Zimbabweans

getting any richer. The study reveals
that 62 percent of households in Zimbabwe
are not

afford basic necessities such

food, clothing, shelter and transport,
result of

a

combination of

monthly income that would enable

any Zimbabwean household to get by would
be $848. People who do not earn this level

of income

The opponents of the Economic Structural

cannot

Based on the average national
household size of 4.6 persons, the minimum

as

classified

were

those who have

consumption

as

poor,

while

earnings above the total
line were obviously

considered

peasant sector. In the resettlement areas,
which are areas where government
bought
land and settled previously landless
peasants, poverty is also rampant with 68
percent of the people struggling to survive.
One possible explanation for the disparities
in poverty

the

levels in the different groups of
farming sector is the unequal access to

non
poor.
The distribution of levels of
poverty
across different sectors of the
society has

productive assets such as land. Other factors

wide variations, particularly between urban

of extension services in overcrowded
communal areas, where the majority of
Zimbabwe’s 11 million inhabitants live.
The findings of the study seem to vindicate

and rural settlements. Poverty appears to
be more pronounced among the rural folk,
with 72 per cent of people

living below the
provinces such as Manicaland, in
the eastern part of the country, the level is
75 per cent), compared to the average rate of
46 per cent of the population
falling under
TCPL (in

as a

include increasing costs of agricultural
inputs, distance from markets and the absence

the report

produced by the Zimbabwe

Congress ofTrade Unions (ZCTU) last year,
that painted a bleak picture of communal and
peasant agriculture under ESAP. The report

recurrent

droughts, ESAP induced falling incomes
and rising unemployment. The survey,
which was carried out to help the
government devise strategies for
intervention in poverty alleviation, defines
poverty as the inability to afford a defined
basket of consumption items. The survey
used two mechanisms

to

calculate poverty

levels among

Zimbabwean households,
namely the Food Poverty Line (FPL) and
Total Consumption Poverty Line (TCPL).
The first gives an average income
required to purchase a basket of basic food
items required to generate the minimum
level of calories for a person to stay healthy.
It followed the conventional minimum
caloric intake established by the United

Nations of 2 600 calories per day. The cost
of the basket of different goods necessary
to generate this level of calories in
Zimbabwe is estimated at $ 1 332 (US$ 133)

per person, per annum. Anyone with an
annual income which is below this amount
is classified

as very poor.
The second category is determined

by the

level of income required not only to purchase

food but also to cover other necessities such

clothing, housing, education, health and
transport. It was estimated at $2 213 per
as

22

Unemployment due to ESAP?
the poor category in major urban centres.
There are also steep disparities within
different sectors of the rural community itself.

example, the study found that those
employed in the large scale commercial
farming sector, which is controlled by the
richest lot in Zimbabwe’s farming
community, are better off than the mainly
self-employed subsistence farmers in the

that the increase in the prices of
important inputs such as fertil izers and seeds,
tight credit conditions and the closure of rural
uneconomic crop collection depots by the
Grain Marketing Board (GMB), the
country ’ s
main player in agricultural
marketing,
country, are not only cutting off a significant
portion of the peasantry from their markets
but are also wrecking havoc on subsistence

peasant sector, known as the communal

agriculture.

For

Only 51

per cent

commercial farms

compared with 81

are

areas.

of those living in
classified

per cent

as

poor,

of people in the

states

Although the exact levels of increases in
poverty in the country may become a source
of controversy

between the proponents and
Sapem July, 1996
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During the same period at least
800 000 graduates joined the labour market.
The unemployment level, one of the reasons
that forced the government to adopt the
investment.

the opponents ofESAP, no one can deny that

poverty

in Zimbabwe has increased over the

last five years, as the country laboured through
the shocks and aftershocks

of the structural

adjustment therapy. For example, it is
estimated that the price of foodstuffs has
increased by 516 per cent between 1991 and
1996, while the cost of other necessities such
as medical care, transport and education has
gone up by more than 300 per cent.
The ZCTU report also sounded the
warning bells on the increasing poverty
levels when it estimated that average real
wages and salaries in 1993 were only 62 per
cent

of their 1980 levels and there are no

reforms in the first

place, has jumped from

and

high prices rank very high in the

respondents’ explanation for the prevalence
of poverty in Zimbabwe, factors which can
be associated with some of the consequences

of ES AP. According to the study, at national

level, 30 per cent of the

households cited

cause of poverty.

Drought, which accounted

cent, came second, followed
third place by low pay at 12 per cent.

for 29 per

in

The main surprise of the findings will
perhaps be the fact that lack of access to

retrenchments between 1991 and 1995 at

for poverty. The report states that
shortage and poor quality of land are
nowhere near being identified as among
the main causes of poverty. One possible

only 30 000 new jobs are
expected to have been created by new

explanation for this may perhaps be that
the questions were not phrased in a way to

the number of

57 000, while

»

are

they cited lack of draught
and drought as the main causes of

power

land did not feature prominently as a major

Official statistics put

water

44 per cent of the labour force in 1994.
The survey seems to have proved the
ZCTU’s assumptions right. Retrenchments

crude method of retrenchments as a cost

liquidation.

access to quality land and
factors in their poor living

implied that

standards when

prizes for guessing that incomes may have
been eroded further ever since. The ESAP
era has also seen more job losses than
employment creation, as trade liberalisation
forces, high interest rates and low domestic
demand force companies to resort to the

outright

respondents in rural areas may have

around 20 per cent at independence to about

unemployment and retrenchment as the main

cutting strategy, or file for

elicit the right answers concerning land.
However, it is believed that most

cause

APPHO

poverty.
level, 40 per cent of the ‘very
poor’ category, 23 per cent of the ‘poor’
and 17 per cent of the ‘non poor’ cited
drought as one of the main causes of
poverty, while only 1 per cent of people in
each group mentioned shortage or unequal
distribution of land as a major factor in
poverty. Another interesting element in
At national

factors is the inclusion of ‘laziness’ as

which was mentioned by
of 7 per cent of the respondents.
In some provinces, ‘laziness’ was cited by
as much as 15 per cent of the respondents,
almost the same rank as ‘high prices’,
although the study did not go far enough to
elaborate on what the respondents meant.
The obvious question for many would be

cause
an

of poverty,

average

that now that the levels and the factors

behind

poverty have been ‘officially’ identified (many
were not known already), what can be done to

SPEEDY
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felt

accounting for 13 per cent of the responses
while access to ‘irrigation water’ accounted

that the only sustainable way which can
alleviate their situation is the creation of

for 11 per cent of the respondents.
The authors, the Social Dimensions Fund

employment. One in every four respondents
at national level felt this way, and the trend

(SDF) unit of the ministry of labour and
social welfare, hope that the next stage of the

pronounced in the urbanb areas,
came out with pointers on how this

preparation of the report, the national debate
which will take place during the publie
presentation of the report in all the country’s
eightprovinces, will crown the participatory
approach taken in the compilation of data,
by involving the people concerned in the

alleviate the situation? The level of ‘laziness’

aside, the majority of the respondents still

was more

but few

be done. The second solution identified

can

increases in wages and salaries to beat
price increases, with 15 per cent of the
respondents, which represents a fair
were

the

assessment

of the situation and is likely to

fall in deaf ears.
also

interesting that there were
variations in the presentation of possible
solutions, in some provinces. Mashonaland
It

was

Central and Mashonaland East ranked the

provision of agricultural loans as the best
way to tackle poverty. At national level,
agricultural inclined solutions ranked
significantly high, with ‘affordable loans’

search for

strategies to tackle the poverty
problem, before a final report is submitted
to

cabinet in October this year.
What may

help to stock the fires of
and anti-reform
groups is the fact that a similar survey
carried out four years ago, the Income and
Consumption Expenditure Study (ICES)
revealed that only 32 per cent of households
were living below the poverty datum line.
controversy between pro

International Technical and

Going by the figures, the temptation among
the opponents of ESAP will be to jump into
the ‘obvious’ conclusion that the number of

people who cannot afford basic necessities
has doubled under the programme. However,
sources close to the study, which goes to
national debate this month, caution that unless
it has been established that both studies used
the same methodology to arrive at the results,

comparing the two surveys may be
tantamount to making a deliberate scientific
aberration to score political points.
However, both sides will eventually come
to realize that the objective of the study was
not to prove how ESAP affected poverty
levels, which existed before the launching of
the programme, but to come up with a useful
instrument for ‘forpolicy making, planning,
and research’ as government and non
governmental organisations ponder the best
interventions

to

address the poverty

problem. ■
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ASSETS THREATENED OVER DEBTS
Square Yalemana

Z

to be

In

AMBIA risks losing its assets and
reserves in Europe as the Central

May, Camdex allegedly attempted to
new Zambian high denomination

seize

Bank of Zambia

(BOZ) continues
entangled in the web of legal suits

notes

which

to recover

by foreign creditors.
BoZ is currently battl ing to settle US$160

were

printed in France in a bid

whose

the money.

However, the

printing by Thomas De La Rue cost

the government over £800 000, are already
in the country and in circulation.
Camdex has

new notes,

with facial

values of K1,000, K5,000 and K10,000

now

placed the value of the

debt at 100 percent of the face value which
has soared to US$160 million.

million with Camdex, aUK based financial

speculating company, which has already
taken legal action.
The

dispute results from

a

debt Zambia

incurred from Kuwait in 1982, which was

later sold to Camdex, at 30 percent of face
value. BoZ now says the circumstances in
which the debt

was

sold and

bought

were

clandestine.

However,
contract

on

the strength of the debt

between Kuwait and Zambia,

Camdex launched

proceedings in
allegedly been able to obtain
seize property belonging to the
court

which it has
orders to

Zambian Central Bank.
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contesting the legality of the

The BOZ,

transfer of a US$ 160 million debt from the
Kuwait government to Camdex, has Just
lost a court appeal in London in June.
It lost another
over a

case

in which it

was

loan it had obtained from

based company, Loadsvale
the purchase of oil in 1984.

a

sued

UK-

Finance, for

public policy for the new owner of the
assigned debt to sue for recovery of the
debt even if the original owner retained an
interest.”

They added that what was contrary to
public policy and ineffective was an
agreement which had maintenance or
champerty as its object.
The action

However, the BOZ has deemed the

judgement in which it

was ordered to pay
default of interest to Loadsvale Finance,
in

a

suit which

Colman,

as

was

heard by

Justice

by

a

was

by Camdex

was

writ dated May 26, 1995, in which it
May 18,1982, the Central

stated that on

Bank of Kuwait

deposited with the BOZ,

15 million Kuwait Dinars for

unfavourable.
on

the Camdex suit

in London’s Court of

Appeal, Judges

commenced

a

year at an

was a

default interest

(default interest is an

unacceptable form of accruing a profit on
a debt already owed. It is considered
unacceptable by English public opinion).
The loan from Loadsvale Finance

obtained

for

was

the

purchase of oil
consignments in 1984, from two unnamed
syndicates. The Zambian government at
the time enjoyed extensive financial
facilities on which it failed to pay the
interest accruing.
The centre of the problem seems to
emanate

from the fact that Camdex has

no

permanent offices i n London, where it could
be traced. As a result, it proved difficult for

Justice Neil, Peter Gibson and Justine

agreed rate of interest. The deposit was
renewed in subsequent years with interest
accumulating. Nevertheless, on May 19,

Robhouse, dismissed the contention by

1988, the Kuwait Central Bank and BOZ

Officials of Camdex admitted

Passing judgement

BOZ that it

was

unlawful for Camdex to

pursue the retention of the debt owed,
because the principal creditor was the
Bank of Kuwait and not the

plaintiffs,

agreed

on

re-scheduling part of the debt,

the Central Bank

the

established office.

some money towards the debt but
failed to meet all the terms of the

could not even

which amounted to “maintenance and

contract.

champerty”. (Maintenance and champerty
are legal terms to describe the pursuit of
the recovery of a debt by a third party
which was not party to the original deal,
considered unacceptable in the interest of
public good in the United Kingdom). The
judges ruled that “it was not contrary to

Central Bank sold the debt to Camdex, of
which written evidence was produced in

On

April 27, 1995, the Kuwait

court.

In the other

case

in which BoZ

was

sued

by the Kuwait Central Bank, the court
threw out contentions by BoZ that under
English law, the interest being claimed

make payments.

recently that
Company did not operate with an

and in 1990, the Zambian Central Bank

paid

to

Worse

still, officials talked

to

in London

give a list of the company ’ s

board of directors.
BOZ Public Relations Manager Kabinga
Pande said bis bank

only dealt with the

company through phones, and had failed to
track down its physical address. “We are
also

quite suspicious about this company
and it has been difficult to deal with them
except through phones,” he

said.H

SWAZILAND

EMPTY SKIES
HE FUTURE öf Swaziland’s

airline, thé Rdyal Air Sivazi

Corporation (RSNAC), hangs in
following observations by
experts that the airline has been a big
the balance

not be

guaranteed, with what all this;-might
community ;tuid the
development of tourism,” observed the
mean

for the business

consultants.

The

budget for 1995/96 showed no
operating losses

reversal of the trend and
were

estimated

at

E8.6 million.

The consultants who

If the government accepts the consultants

one

of their study

completed phase
of the airline inFebroary,.

drain oh the taxpayer.

recommendation, the kingdom might be

observed that the losses

Speedwing Consultants, who were hired
tplppkinto the operations of the airline, have

without an aircraft but

higher operating costs of the FIDO and
general lack of cost and control. Of major

recommended that government investigates
the possibility of getting rid of the airline’s

rely on leasing from

foreign airlines.
In their report,

the consultants auributed

concern

airline’s

iwoaircraft—iheFokkers28 and 100—and
close down the cotporat ion.

purchase ol

allowed to increase at

Tire experts recommended that closing
down; the airline could release the owners

the taxpayer withits best performance being

from, any financial risks pertaining to the
managing of the airline.

the 1991/92 financial year, be fore it bought
the Fokker 100, The RSNAC has made

“This

that the

objective of
maintaining air communications couid;;:bc
means

Sapem July, 1996

a

100 aircraft. They
a

financial drain

to

E1.4 million (about US$400 000) loss in

cumulative operating
in the past

six

years.

losses of E25 million

result of

of the consultants, has been the

the financial malaise of the airline to the
a Fokker
described the RSNAC

were a

expenditure which has been
an

average rate of 14

per cent per annum.
The consultants have recommended four

options to the authorities and these are:
To maintain the current operation,
restructure the airline, enter into
partnership with another regional carrier

and

closure.ll
27
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THE RISE OF AFRICAN

FEMALE MUSICIANS
Fred Zindi

A

PART from Miriam Makeba and

Dorothy Masuka, there were
hardly any African female
singers who rose to international
prominence in the 1960s or 1970s.

of

over

100 million

got any female artist
the international

people, has hardly

worth mentioning

Miller, who made international hits such
“Faith (in the power

of love)’’ and
“Everybody’s Free (to feel good)’’ only
became a success story when she left

as

Women
often

except perhaps
Boulaye and Sade, who both live
in Britain. It is the King Sunny Ades, the
Fela Kutis and the Sonny Okusons — all
male
of Nigeria that the rest of the
world gets to know about.
Zaire, which has dominated the whole

associated with those with loose morals in

of Africa with its Kwasa-Kwasa and

success

this male-dominated part

Rhumba beats, has

only one or two female

in order

musicians such

Mbilia Bel and Tshala

Many factors, not least of all cultural
prejudice, play a key role in how women
artists in Africa end up in the background.

Given the conservative male attitudes
towards female musicians in Africa, this

stateof affairs is hardly surprising.
who become

public entertainers

are

of the world.
Apart from these pressures from society
which have discouraged many females
from becoming professional musicians,
African musicians

profession to be
male musicians

on

hard struggle. A lot of
are living from hand to
a

mouth and sometimes

they

the whole find this

one

wonders why

bother to choose music as a
However, it is those few who make

even

career.

it

big that have given a ray of hope to the
struggling musicians. Similarly, the rise
into prominence and international
recognition of Miriam Makeba has given

on

scene

for Patti

—

as

Mwana to boast about. The rest of Zaire’s

artists

are

male such

as

Kofi

Olomide,

Wenge Musica, Kanda Bongo Man, Sam
Mangwana, Franco, Tabu Ley, Papa
Wemba, Pepe Kalle and Zaiko Langa
Langa — to mention only a few. In
Zimbabwe, the only true international
woman

is Stella Chiweshe, who has

Zimbabwe to live in Britain.
Other females such

as

Busi Ncube and

Beulah

Dyoko in Zimbabwe, continue to
struggle. In Zambia, Anna Mwale who
achieved a relatively high degree of
in France, had to
to

become

a

give up
housewife.

music

“Our traditional values do not allow

in

be

a

swinging her bottom
public, let alone in pubs or night clubs

woman

which

to

seen

often associated with all the

are

social evils of this world. The
who does this is

seen as an

woman

outcast

and in

toured

nine out of ten chances, no man wants to

several years

marry

Germany, Holland and Britain for
but has hardly made any
impact in record sales anywhere. Roxzall

that kind of

a

woman,” says one

male South African musician.
“In my

majority of today’s well known African
female singers have emerged from South

view, women should only be
backing vocalists. That way they will not
bring too much attention to themselves,
unless they are doing that silly erotic
Kwasa-Kwasa dance
otherwise they
should remain in the home taking care of

Africa.

the

lot of young

female singers the
inspiration to rise to the same level.

a

It is therefore not

a

coincidence that the

Brenda Fassie, Yvonne Chaka

—

Chaka,

Chimora, Rebecca Malope, Lebbo and
Letta Mbulu, to mention only a few, have

hard to the females. Yet these

kitchen,” the

be sexist and

a

real hitch in order to be

recognised. Societal attitudes are
negative even towards male musicians
who are regarded as vagrants, dagga
smokers, sex beasts, alcoholics and people
who are good for nothing. So what does a
woman, especially the decent one, want

societal attitudes towards female artists.
In other parts

handful of

Sapem July, 1996

to

has to be

have not been put off by
the constraints of exploitation in the
record industry as well as the negative

young women

of Africa, there is only a
internationally known female
singers. Nigeria, which has a population

the

discriminatory
against female musicians, he was
adamant: “Look at it this way! It is hard
enough for the man in this trade. A woman

emerged from the South Africa of the
1980s and 1990s. If making it in music is
hard enough for the males, it must be
as

and

When I commented that these views
seem

all

twice

children

musician adds.

Dorothy Masuka

in this trade?
29
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“To add to

that, male musicians do not
It is hard enough for the man in this trade.

get any support from the politicians.
I think the reasons are simple. They are
even

A

women

than

we

also attract

more young

they do. So really,

we are

people who
what does

Despite the above comments, one female
singer is determined to make it big in this
male-dominated profession. Her name is
Jane Mangope, not yet known, but when I
spoke to her, she claimed that by the year
a

household

whole of Africa. In Europe,
will sell at least 2 million

three albums she proposes

name

“If Rebecca

good for nothing. So
especially the

woman,

can

do it, I

can

do it ten times

better. Brenda (Fassie) is nowhere near
me

either!”

I have
Letta Mbulu

seen

hundreds of youngsters

in

the past

She has in the meantime done

one

television commercial

using her own
music and she already feels that she is
half-way there. Her parents are very upset.

ifi5- Minet Zimbabwe
MINET

are

a

especially by her dropping out of school,
but she is very determined. In her words:

she claims, she
copies of the
to release over

who am I to dissuade
her. Maybe she will succeed. She has
already dropped out of her “O” Level
classes and is rehearsing with three male
companions who are helping her to put
her compositions into ‘Di Gong’ music.

real bitch in order

decent one, want in this trade?

in the

the next four years.
She is only 16, and

a

smokers, sex beasts, alcoholics and

in

competition.”

2000 she will be

has to be

recognised. Societal attitudes are
negative even towards male musicians
who are regarded as vagrants, dagga

jealous of us. We attract larger audiences
than them when they conduct their pol itical
rallies; and

woman

to be

who were filled with inflated
egos, boundless chutzpah and enough
arrogance to think that they will rise where
countless others have fallen. Whether
not Jane

will rise, is a

or

question of wait and

see..B
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IN SEARCH OF CASH
Olley Maruma

improve funding
for the arts, and to provide artists with
access to capital, the ministry of youth
sports and culture is planning to establish
N AN EFFORT to

I

a

National Credit and Loan Scheme.

Under the scheme, the ministry

would

credit facility that would be flexible
and sensitive to the special character and

create a

successful today owe their accomplishments

much

dynamism, vigour and sheer
determination to succeed. Many of them

character and soul. There

to

their

have

own

come

from communities which

were

economically deprived and yet rich with
talent, skills and creativity.
But for every Thomas Mapfumo and Cont
Mhlanga, there are hundreds of proteges who
achieve similar international

circumstances of the arts in Zimbabwe,

will

thereby providing a much peeded capital
base for both the production and marketing

success

of the arts.

who attend
cultural community centres to learn how to
play musical instruments which they will

ministry, who is the

plan, hopes that the loan
scheme would provide an interest free credit
facility, with “a capacity to devise a very
wide spectrum of conditions of eligibility.”
Initial capital for the scheme would come
from the government and from bilateral
support to the culture sector by cooperating

without financial assistance from

never

are

hundreds of youths

be able to afford from their limited

economic

resources.

loan fund, with the capacity to

invest into

shop which could deal with artists’
equipment, tools and materials that would be
an

artists

available at subsidised rates

as a

form of

support to all artists. The artist shop would
also receive donation of equipment and tools
that would be sold at wholesale price

Stephen Chifunyise: mastermind

in order
to generate funds for the loan scheme.”
In the last 16 years, Zimbabwe has
witnessed a phenomenal growth in the arts.

The Economic Structural Adjustment
Programme (Esap) is making it very difficult

than 20 national arts

for the self reliant artists to survive. This is

organisations which have been established
all over the country. The organisations have
created a growing interest among the
country’s youth in involving themselves and
participating in such artistic areas as music,
drama, sculpture, graphic arts and video and

despite the fact that the contribution of these
artists is increasingly in demand when related
sectors of the economy such as tourism are
enjoying phenomenal growth. Over the last

There

are now more

Him.
There

groups

are now

more

than 800 musical

in the country and scores of active

community theatre groups.
Sadly, many of these community artists
have had no access to capital that would
enable them to produce, disseminate and

practise theircraft adequately and profitably.
Many of the country’s aitists who are
32

carvers,

finds such

five years

the number of tourists visiting the
country have been increasing by an average
of 20 percent per year. Great financial rewards
could be reaped from this overflow of foreign
visitors who, doubtlessly, expect to be
exposed to the wealth of the country’s arts
and culture as part of their Zimbabwean
experience.
The arts

an

are

few countries

abundance of stone

community choirs, musical groups

and traditional dance troupes.

Unfortunately, so far, the country has failed
capitalise on the potential profitability of
this national wealth. Many of the country’s
young and upcoming sculptors are still
encumbered by an umbilical cord that keeps
to

perpertually tied to dealers who often
exploit them and take the lion’s shares of the
earnings of their work because they have no
control over the financial arrangements. This
applies to all areas of the arts.
Despite this phenomenal growth in the
arts, funding for their development has
remained woefully inadequate. The culture
and arts industries

partners such as the private sector and donor
community.
A working document circulated by
Chifunyise states: “The fund would operate
as a

one

important part of the nation’s

them

somewhere.
There

Stephen Chifunyise, the permanent
secretary of the
m.istermind of the

never

where

an

are an area

where Zimbabwe is

particularly blessed because it has an
abundance of artistic creativity which is very

are

still considered

a

luxury in Zimbabwe despite the fact that in
some countries, earnings from this sector
contribute a significant portion of the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP). In the United
States, income from the film industry alone
is about six percent of the country’s GDP.
Thus, although the arts could become a
major industry with enormous income
generating and employment creation
capacity, they have not benefitted from the
country’s systematic investment due to the
fact that the sector is predominantly informal
except for the marketing entities.
In a country where money is hard to come
by and interest rates are forbidingly high,
many struggling artists, most of whom are
self supporting and have no collateral, find
themselves with virtually no access to finance
from lending institutions.
At present, the only official supportcultural

organisations receive from government is
under the various grant schemes.
The usefulness of these schemes is
however limited in that

they are not for
specific projects and enterprises but based
on promotional, charity and donation
criteria rather than

on an

investment and

financing basis. Indeed, most of these
cultural grants do not accommodate
professional and full time artistic enterprises
but amateur groups and mass organisations
treated as charity.■
SapemJuly. 1996
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AVOID A TRADE WAR
members who

South Africa’s uneven trade relations with

are not

in SACU have also

queried about SACU vis-a-vis SADC. There
are practical problems in SACU which we

its

neighbours have come under severe
including
those outside the region. The trade
imbalance is mainly due to SA’s
generous incentives to its export firms. In

want to

criticism from business circles,

address.

But South Africa has been
a

negotiating

free trade agreement with the European

Union (EU), outside the framework of
SADC and SACU. Where is your regional

this interview with SAPEM’s Dennis

perspective?

Kapata, South African high commissioner
to Zimbabwe, Kingsley Mamabolo,
explains some of the reasons for the
incentives. Excerpts:

Other SACU members may be justified
in their complaints, because such an

agreement may have implications, for
instance, to the revenue sharing formula,
which in

some

of the countries contributes

to 50

Kapata: What is your government
prepared to do, to address the trade
imbalances with its neighbours?
Mamabolo: We negotiated the General
Export Incentive Scheme (GEIS) with the
World Trade Organisation (WTO), in order
to allow our companies which had been used
to subsidies under apartheid to adjust to the
new

South Africa. If

we

had not done that,

of our companies could

have collapsed,
collapse of the
South African economy itself. We have asked
for a reprieve period of three years, which
some

which would have led to the

means

the subsidies shall

come to an

end in

Will your government reconsider
retention of these subsidies, if by the end
of that period, companies say they are

ready to do without them?
They will have to be ready to face the
challenge. We can not keep on giving them
subsidies, because it is tax payers’ money,
and it is eating on tbe government.
not

It is also said that SA is reluctant to

support a proposed SADC Trade Protocol
which aims at removing all forms of trade
barriers. What

are

South Africa’s fears?

opposed to a trade protocol.
Today’s economies are about economic
blocs;

SA are unfair. We had initially asked for
preferential status like any other country in

Kingsley Mamabolo
an

the Lome Convention, which would have

arrangement because it would undermine

their economies. It would be better

are not

even

investors from

overseas

will

only take us seriously once we are a strong
economic bloc. But there are genuine
problems, very serious problems that need
to be resolved before signing a trade
protocol. Firstly, the protocol has to be
within the framework of the World Trade

Organisation (WTO) regulations. One of
the WTO regulations says that, if you form
an economic bloc, you have to choose the
lowest tariff of the poorest nation in the
region. All countries in the region which
have higher tariffs would not accept such
Sapem July, 1996

to

negotiate with the WTO, to find out how
we could be protected as a bloc if we'took
the lowest tariff. SA’s tariffs are the highest
in the in the region, but even those countries
whose tariffs

are

low, have been induced

by the IMF and the World Bank, not
voluntarily.
South Africa has been

1997.

We

percent of their income. On the other
hand, the EU proposals for free trade with

negotiating
region,

bilateral trade agreements in the
which is against the Southern

Africa
Customs Union (SACU) agreement, and
there

have

been

calls

for

negotiations to be undertaken

trade
on a

multilateral basis, perhaps under the

auspices of SADC. How do

you

respond

given our products preferential treatment
into Europe. But the EU is arguing that SA
is not a developing country. Our argument
is that we are not developed because if you
look at our development, it is relative. We
do have tbe economic might, hut if you take
into account the population, deprivation
and the poverty of the people who had
suffered under apartheid, you cannot say
S A is a developed country. The negotiations
still continue, and we hope to get something
close to the Lome Convention.

Zimbabwe, in particular, has been very
vocal against what it considers to be South
Africa’s unfair trade

calling for

an

practices, thus

agreement to rectify that

situation. Is a trade war looming between

to that?

the two countries?

Itdoes not make sense to conclude bilateral
trade agreements on similar issues. That is

to ensure that

The

negotiations
a

trade

are

precisely designed

war

is avoided. We

are

why we hope we can find a solution at a
regional level, although somecountries have
argued that they cannot wait, because of the
economic problems they are facing.

genuinely committed to finding a solution,
and that was the spirit of the Victoria Falls
meeting. However, any agreement we may
arrive at, has to be placed within the context

How about SACU? We understand some
of its aspects are being reviewed.,.

SADC.

There

are a

concern not

lot of issues which

are

of

only to other SACU members,

of what

we

may want to

achieve within

How can you reconcile South Africa’s
hostile policy on immigrants from the

but to South Africa and SADC

neighbouring countries, and SADC’s goal

SACU is

of free movement of

as well.
creation of the old regime with
the countries that are involved. The other
a

members of SACU have complained that
the arrangements are unfair. They say the

previous regime never meant to deal with
them on an equal basis, and that some
decisions were taken by SA unilaterally. SA
also feels that it is carrying a heavy burden
on

behalf of other SACU members. SADC

across

the

people and goods

region?

Until we reach some parity in terms of
development, people will want to go to
South Africa to look for jobs. We must
continue to work for the development of
other countries in the region, so that the
citizens of such countries will not have to go
to South Africa to look for jobs.li
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politics. It can only be a valuable contribution if
it assists in clarifying the various strategies we
need to adopt in order to demilitarize African
politics i.e. to permanently return or disarm the
soldiers to the barracks in order to reclaim the

hue have failed to transform the African state.^

s

analysing the nature of the military in
Africa by Western academics and African

ideological persuasions. This
analysis is a fundamental and necessary
initiative, but by itself will not dissolve the

critical

GENDER

endemic crisis of the militarization of African

42
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political arena for ordinary people. In the
prevailing military climate, the unthinkable is to
retrain the army for a new role in the society.
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The Nation-State in Africa

45

Adebayo Oiukoshi

Begin

Ama Biney

Emergence of Khaki

this article, but the characater of the

Black Women, Get Set, Exhale
and

The

Flag independence over much of the African
continent saw a nationalist phase inherit the
colonial army from the former colonial master.
There was a progressive degeneration of the
state, accompanied by a marked shift towards
authoritarianism, a one-party hegemony over
the entire society, and a seeming contagion of
dictatorial coup d’etats, which began in Nigeria
in February 1966. The nature of the neo-colonial
state which emerged is not the subject matter of

REVIEWS
48

political and

socio-economic crisis that confronts Africa today,
has its historical roots in the colonial interlude,
its ramifications, and the fact that the state as

Anyang’ Nyong’o remarks, has lost its ability
and the potential to assume the socio-economic
programmes indispensable to the reproduction
SapemJuly, 1996

of the

capitalist mode of the production.' The
pitfalls of
national consciousness which the undeveloped
African ruling elite of the period succumbed to
that is assigning themselves the historical
mission of “intermediary” which Fanon,
characterised as being the transmission line
between the nation and its capitalist master in the
West. Kofi Hadjor echoes Fanon’s contention
that the national bourgeoisie together with the
various military regimes of varying ideological

UBSTANTIAL INK has been poured over

intellectuals of all

Child Sexual Exploitation

Years

1990.

nature of the crisis also lies in the

—

He

claims:

“The

main

achievement of

organisation in the one-party system in Africa is
the depoliticization of the masses. The problem
of mass depoliticization is an endemic one
throughout Africa”.
The military in particular, as an inherently
undemocratic institution has presided over the
shrinking of the political arena and its
accompanying lack of transparency and
accountability"' and therefore it is burlesque for
any military regime to organise elections which
will only seek to preserve its rule and continued
pilfering from state revenue contributed by the
people. According to Baffour Ankomah: “In
fact popular opinion in Freetown insists that the
corruption under the soldiers in 4 years of military
rule, far surpasses the corruption of 27 years
under Siaka Stevens and his APC party”. 5
Currently, in the West African sub-region.
Sierra Leone’s handover of power by Brigadier
Julius MaadaBio, who seized power from Captain
35
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Valentine Strasser on 15 January

this year, is an

example that Liberia could learn from, because
it illustrates that not all is gloom and doom.

after 5 years of civil
war, he had promised Sierra Leoneans he would
be committed to the original date for national
elections on 26 February. The Revolutionary
United Front (RUF) led by Foday Sankoh began
When Bio seized power

fighting the government in March 1991 and
received initial support from Taylor. The RUF
insisted on a peace settlement first and elections
afterwards.
However, the Interim National
Electoral Commission (INEC), saw the RUF
demand as a ploy. In early February 1996, the first
round of peace talks began between the military

auspices of the Ivorian
government and the London based International
Alert (lA), a non-governmental organisation
government under the

concerned with conflict resolution.
The second round of the presidential poll took
place on 15 March and Tejan Kebba (a Mende) of
the Sierra Leone People’s Party won 59.4% of the
vote against John Karefa Smart (a Temne) of the
United National Peoples Party (UNPP) who won
40,51%. The National Unity Party (NUP) led by
Dr. John Karimu, a former secretary of Finance in

Strasser’s government,

received only 5% of the

Food Programme, UK and European Union.

Yet,

stumbling block to this demobilising
programme is that: “The flow ofaid will not really
begin until peace is declared and donors are
confident that the government is worth helping”.*
The immediate implementation of this programme
is fundamental to securing peace, for soldiers need
to be given a useful and productive role to fulfil in
the society. An example of successful and positive
partial demobilisation of soldiers in the Congo was
recently shown on a British television documentary
entitled, Africa Express.^ Journalist Joseph
Warungu reported on the Congolese government’s
successful appeal to the European Commission
for funds to retrain the Congo army. Designed to
encourage militias off the streets into building
new schools, clinics, or to become farmers, soldiers
are having to come to terms with a dramatic
change in their daily responsibilities in a
the

Today we want our soldiers to be multi-skilled

The rationale of the programme is to keep young

busy by assuming responsibility in order to

placate the anny.
On the whole, though Sierra Leone is now a
multi-party administration with 6 parties in
parliament and 4 in cabinet, political power is
centralised in the president’s office and Kebba’s
new government faces four impiortant issues which
need to be resolved. First, is the dispute with the
RUF on the presence of foreign troops in the form
of Executive Outcomes (EO), a South African
mercenary group, who were invited into thecountry
by the former Strasser government to fight the

income

the existence of several armed groups at

work,’

undisciplined RUF dissidents who have
mounted road blocks for money in certain regions
of the country ; troops from Ulimo of Liberia who
have crossed over, and irregular bands under the
patronage of the SLA. How to disarm those
carrying lethal weapons when job opportunities
are extremely limited is a major question?
Fourth, is the question of demobilising and
restructuring 3 000 RUF men out of a total of
10(X)0, and encamp them in the southern part of
the country. The programme is to be implemented
by the Reconstruction, Resettlement and
Rehabilitation Ministry from the UNDP, World
such

36

as

formulae for governance

which has been

by the constant underlying factor of
Charles Taylor’s grandiose hankering to become
obstructed

president ofLiberia and an internal power struggle
within the 6 man collective leadership council
inaugurated in September 1995.
Currently, Liberia’s 13 counties are dominated
by the 4 warring factions: Taylor’s National
Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL); the

United

Liberation Movemcnt(Ulimo-J) led by Roosevelt

Johnson; Ulimo-K led by Alhaji G.V, Kromah;
and the Liberia Peace Council (LPC) led by Dr

recent

role is

become law-abidingcitizens; to give themaregular

of threats to peace by
not only the RUF, but according to Africa
Confidential’' a proposed reduction of the
demoralised Sierra Leone Army (SLA) from 18
000 to 8 000 which is liable to provoke revolts or
at worst another military take-over if politically
mishandled. Linked to this, is a third problem of

Congo. The crux

worker soldiers, farmer soldiers, carpenter soldiers

a careerist army whose
simply firing guns, shooting machine guns.

claims: “We don’t want

men

Second, is the prospect

the

and mechanics”.

programme called “Generation Without
Frontiers”. Commander Victor Noel Oyouba

therefore has been included in Kebba’s government

RUF.

or

of the problem is thequestion of an agreed political

George Boley. Yet, since the April 6th hostilities
as government soldiers tried to arrest Roosevelt
Johnson on charges of murder, no single warring
cabal, or alliance(i.e. that bctweenTaylor’sNPFL
and Kromah’s Ulimo-K) is capable of imposing
order on Liberian society. There is a stalemate. It
also reveals that the peace process in the country
will continue to stall if the sub-region continues
to fail to demonstrate strong leadership. The
renewed fighting has frustrated the ECOWAS
peace initiative. However, the antecedents to the

parliamentary vote. He is backed by the army and
to

than that of Sierra Leone

so

that

picking up a gun becomes an
option. While there are some

unattractive futile

soldiers who do not wish to become farmers and

Congo
experiment is certainly charting a positive course
that the Defence High Commissioner, Gabriel
Ndamba says has relevance for the rest of Africa.
This cannot be overstated, for if the military are to
be encamped, soldiers—who are often young boys
in the warring militias of both Sierra Leone and
Liberia need to channel their energies into acquiring
new skills and acquiring a new sense of purpose in
the democratic transition towards building a new
society. It means that not only is funding vital to the
implementation of demobilisation, but there has to
be a political will on the part of the rank and file and
leadership of the militias to implement this
want to

continue to

serve

in the army, the

programme.
Also i ntegral to the operation of such a programme
would be civic education, the purpose of which

would be to instil a new sense of democratic values,

beliefs and mission to all levels of soldiers. Such an
education would
militia

or

never

be

a

faction of the army

guarantee against a
taking up arms once

against a civilian administration or intramilitary infighting occurring, but a re-education of
the army is among the many components, essential
to reducing the chances of their possible bloody or

more

bloodless comeback.

which way
forward?

Liberia

—

The political crisis in Liberia which has lingered
on

for

nearly seven years, is far more complex

conflict has its roots in

a

number of

factors'”.
a comprehensive and succinct analysis of
political turmoil in Liberia, the Centre for
Democratic Empowerment (CEDEC) and the
Pan-African Development Forum of Liberia
(PADFL) have forwarded two options". The
first of these options is “the forcible disarming of
Taylor’s NPFL and all other warring factions”'-

In

the

and second is “the creation of an

that

meets

minimum

the

environment
conditions

internationally acceptable for elections and the
holding of elections within that environment
within the shortest possible time”'\ Taylor has
consistently argued that a new army be established
before disarmament'* and that elections are held
on

August 20.
The authors of the paper acknowledge

that the
option of enforcement of disarmament will be
fraught with formidable impediments and is
unlikely to be an option that can be implemented.
A major detrimental factor would be the huge
cost in terms of li ves

and financial considerations

a military operation of
proportions. A military operation of
this sort would inevitably engulf the entire subregion since the regional dynamics of alliances
would have a contagion effect. Taylor’s NPFL
forces are likely to be backed by the Ivorian,
Ghanaian and Burkinabe government while
ECOMOG, led by Nigeria and which has been
accused of being partisan to the former Doe
regime would side with the Liberia Peace Council
(LPC), the Lofa Defence Force (LDF), and the
CRC-NPFL (Central Revolutionary CouncilNational Patriotic Front of Liberia, a breakaway
group from Taylor). Henee, the risks of this

in order to launch

substantial
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option

are too
financial scale.

high

on

both the human and

The second

option will entail the restoration
by
ECOMOG, which existed before the collapse of
and creation of safe havens in Liberia

the peace process in December 1995. According
to CEDEC and the PADFL: ‘These safe havens

for arms held by
by ECOMOG, they will

will be free of arms, except

ECOMOG. Protected
constitute electoral

venues at

which all Liberians

from every part of the country will
without arms, in order to participate
election of

gather,
in the

president, vice-president and a
legislature”. A national consultative
conference under the auspices of ECOWAS
would ensure that participation in such a
a

national

the rest of the sub-region so

long as the current
political conflict in the dominant sub-regional
power, Nigeria continues”"'.
Nigerians confront a third anniversary of the

or

June 12 annulment of the elections in which
Moshood Abiola

was

denied electoral office and

remains

imprisoned by the mother of all military
dictators in the West African region. General
Sani Abacha, In West Africa’s largest nationstate which has seen the military in power for
more than 26 years in its 36 years of independence,
internal and exiled progressive forces must insist
on

the fulfilment of the June 12 mandate, and the

restoration of all the elected power structures
from local to national level. It requires as the
General Secretary of the Pan-African

society; women’s groups; youth and students
movements, religious leaders, professional

Movement,
DrTajudeen Abdul-Raheem argues: “a sovereign
national conference to preside over the fullest
democratisation of the country”'’. He claims that

associations and all armed factions. This

the attainment of the June 12 mandate is

conference would attempt to

“national democratic

conference would include all sectors of civil

resolve questions
concerning the eligibility of electoral candidates,
the make-up of the electoral body, date of
elections and the nature of disarmament

throughout the country. The process of this

political formulation would achieve for the first
since the war began in 1989 the
involvement of ordinary civilians in a genuine
democratic attempt to empower the people as a
counterweight against the combative factions.
Under the auspices of ECOWAS and the
widcrinternational community, elections would
take place after a total disarmament within the

time

a

platform” that brings
together distinct class interests. “After that
minimum goal is achieved, we will have a
different atmosphere for the class and ideological
struggles at other levels of contradiction”,
contends Abdul-Raheem.
A national sovereign conference would be an
initial step in the resolution of the political quagmire

principle of participation in the elections
would be that any leader of a warring group
intent on becoming an electoral candidate must

embroiling the country. But on a more general
level, throughout the continent and in the West
African sub-region, indispensable to the struggle
to disarm warring parties, democratising a
repressive political climate — the popular social
forces in each country has to go beyond its own
sectional interests and be prepared to make
compromises in order to become the national
representative of a broad bloc ofsocial and political
forces
this is the real meaning of Gramsci’s
concept of hegemony. It is a strategy for a
fundamental change in society, a strategy whereby
the popular forces and its representatives should
adopt to win the consent of other classes in the
society i.e. the peasants, farmers, progressive
petit-bourgeois elements, women’s groups,
students and religious leaders. This broad bloc of
varied social and political forces if not unified by
a common conception of the world, would be
committed to a minimum programme of policies
and principles i.e. to equality, social justice and

demonstrate commitment to

economic redistribution of resources for all ethnic

safe havens. The creation of

an

atmosphere

conducive to elections within the safe havens,

require the strengthening of ECOMOG
the security of Monrovia.

would

and

The issue of elections in the safe-havens
would constrain warlords to abandon

of armed violence

or

a course

otherwise face the full

weight of the law. According to CEDEC and
PADFL: “Where unavailable to face the law,

they become fugitives to be pursued under
international law by the electoral government
of Liberia, with the co-operation of the
international

community”'-'.

A

first of all

disannament

by simultaneously co-operating
with ECOMOG in disarming his own fighters
and issuing orders for his soldiers to lay down
their weapons. No leader should harbour the
scenario of being able to participate in elections
in the safe havens while mobilising armed groups,
for fear that the elections might not go their way
that is why disannament should be made
mandatory.
—

Waging Popular Alliances
Napoleon Abdulai correctly observes: “That
there wi II be no peace in Liberia or Sierra Leone,
Sapem July, 1996

—

and

religious

groups

Moreover, such

and moral reform.

Africa is in upheaval. But put into historical
perspective, the phenomenon of military rule,
similar to that of the experience of Latin America
in the 1970s is a drop in the historical ocean of
time. As Africa approaches the millennium “we
must above all rid ourselves of the very Western,
very bourgeois and very contemptuous attitude
that the masses are incapable of governing
themselves. In fact, experience proves that the
masses
understand perfectly the most
complicated problems”-^.®
1
Anyang’ Nyong’o Ibid, Popular Struggles
for Democracy in Africa by Peter Amyang’
Nyong’ O (Editor), Zed 1987.
2
Transforming Africa by Kofi Hadjor, Africa
World

areas.

unfolding of the democratisation

Press

Inc.

and

Third

World

Communications, 1987.
3

ibid. 22

5

WevvA/ncwi, May 1996
Africa Confidential Vol. 37. No. 13 21 June

6

96

7

Ibid

8

Ibid

9

“Africa

Express”, Channel FourTelevision,

UK, 11.4.96.
10 See “The Madmen of Liberia Return from
Peace to War”

11

by Wassa Fatty, The African
June-July 96 pp 25-28.
See“ResolvingtheLiberianCrisis:TheNecd
for Accurate Analysis and Realistic
Solutions” by Centre for Democratic
Empowerment (CEDEC) & the Pan-African
Development Forum — Liberia

12 Ibid

13 Ibid
14 Ibid
15 Ibid
16 See “Sierra Leone: Countdown to Peace?” in

in power, must as

Zaya Yeebo reasons, “judge its success by the
increasing ability of the masses to organise
independently”"*. Yet, “there is no blueprint for
the creation of a special mass organisation. Each
new party will have to find its own way”''* but in
doing so, it is imperative that “he party be
decentralised in the extreme”’", for it is the only
way to involve the majority of Africa’s people
In the

a

and other minorities.

a movement

who reside in the rural

ultimately, popular forces should create
counter-hegemony to that of the military
institution
by transforming national
consciousness. This process of heightening
national consciousness through political
education is concerned with changing peoples
waysof thinking and conception of theirsocieties.
It will not occur in one fell swoop, and neither by
an abrupt seizure of power, since "a revolution is
a long historical process of change”^', and as
Gramsci points out, accompanied by intellectual
process,

17

Africa Wor/r/Rei'ie>it’,June-September 1994
pp.37-41
See “June 12 Won’t Go Away” in Nigeria
Now Vol.5 No.5 June 1996.
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20
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NATIONAL INCOME DATA AND ECONOMIC
POLICY
Chinyamata Chipeta
The omission of the second economy and the
in measuring the value of smal 1-scale activity

OLLOWING the recommendations of

F

the United Nations contained in the 1953

errors

System of National Accounts and
modified in the 1968 System of National Accounts
(SNA), national income data is presented in a
system of accounts that describes the value of
goods and services produced by a country over a
defined period oftime, usually one year, available
for use. A typical national accounts system will
therefore include gross (of depreciation) and net
product, income and expenditure accounts, in
domestic and national (after deducting net factor
payments abroad) terms; other income aggregates
such as private income, personal income and
disposable personal income. Normally, the system

implythatnationali ncome in develop! ng countries
is grossly underestimated. The relevant data are
thus not reliable as a basis for gauging the structure
of their economies (identifying the main kinds of
economic activity and hence how people earn
their livelihood); formeasuring aggregate demand
and changes in economic activity; and as an
indicator of the standard of living. Furthermore,
they are not reliable as a basis for assessing
patterns of income distribution.
With respect to economic policy, it must be
recalled that many macroeconomic policies are

wi 11 i nclude far more than the bare bones indicated

accounts. Ifthese national accounts give inaccurate

by the basic system. Some of the most important

data, the policies based on them will be misleading.

additions to this set of accounts

In

accounts.

These

transactions in

are

are

the sector

consolidated accounts for

single sector showing income
expenditure. They are prepared for the
household, government and rest-of-the-world
a

and

sectors.

Published national income data

generally
subject to a number of measurement errors which
reduce their reliability. There are two sets of
sources of this inaccuracy of measurement. The
are

first is observational and calculation errors,

especially in measuring the output of small-scale
agricultural and other activities, including
subsistence activities. The unreliability of the
data on this sector is so high that estimates are
often referred to as “orders of magnitude”.
The second set of errors is due to failure to take

into account the value of

goods and services
generated in the second economy, consisting of an
informal sector, a parallel market sector and an
illegal, black market sector that, among other
things, is engaged in smuggling exports and
imports. Yet, a number of studies have shown that
income generated in the second economy is a
significant proportion of official Gross National
Product (GNP), especially in African countries.
In Australia income generated in the second
economy was 10.0 per cent of official GNP in
1978-79 (Tucker, 1982); in Canada it was 14.0per
cent in 1976 (Mirus and Smith, 1982), in the U.K.
it. was 7.5 per cent in 1979 (Diln’ot and Morris,
1982); and in the U.S.A. it was 14.3 per cent in
1 ^80 (Molefsky, 1982); whereas in Uganda it was
about two-thirds (Green); in Ghana it was 32.4 per
cent in 1982

(May, 1985) and in Tanzania it was
in 1986 (Maliyamkono and
Bagachwa, 1990).

31.4 per cent
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based

on

variables that

are

derived from national

particular, since GNP, the level of savings,
investment,privateconsumption,exports, imports,
economic growth and unemployment are all
grossly distorted, monetary or fiscal policy
manipulation through targets based on these
variables is not likely to produce the intended
effects.

The Production

Boundary

Techniques for assembling national income
data were perfected in developed economies which
are highly commercialised.
For this reason,
national accounting is basically an accounting
system for commercial transactions, and not for
subsistence activities.

Thus, in the 1953 UN

System of National Accounts, the authors advised
that:

In the

ofprimary producers, that is,
hunting, fishing, mining and quarrying, allprimary production whether exchanged or not and all
other goods and services produced and exchanged are included in total production
...Asa result ofthese rules, there is omitted
from production the net amount ofall nonprimary production performed by produccase

those engaged in agriculture,

ers

outside their own trades and consumed

the lives of people,

these criteria are insufficient.
For this reason, the Economic Commission for
Africa (EGA) suggested in

1963 that the production
boundary should include, in addition to all goods
and services sold; all other agricultural, forestry
and fishing products;
own-account building,
construction,and landworks by households; and
processing, storage, transportation and distribution
of non-primary output by rural households.
The 1953 UN criteria were unfortunately
adopted by several African countries. In some
early estimates of Nigerian national accounts, for
example, Okigbo included in the estimates only
subsistence activity in agriculture and processing
of agricultural output by women.
Cottage
industries were excluded.
In Kenya only
subsistenceagriculture, livestock, forestry, fishing
and hunting were included. Uganda followed
Kenya; but, in addition to primary activities, it
also counted home-made beer.

In contrast,

Tanzania covered subsistence

activity more
comprehensively, with hut construction and craft
industries featuring in the national accounts. So
did the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland
thatincluded in the estimates hut construction and

household services associated with

transforming
primary output into final products (van Arkadie
and Frank, 1966). The inclusion in agriculture of
only grains, groundnuts, cassava, beans, fruits
and vegetables meant, however, that both primary

activities and household services

were

under

represented.
None of the cou ntries mentioned above covered

brewing of soft drinks; construction of assets
other than huts; communal self-help work;
gathering of wild fruits, worms, insects and
vegetables; rural income in kind; receipts other
than income in kind; part-time farm and non-farm
employment, paid for in cash; transfers in cash
and in kind; rental values of huts and other

bui Idings; receipts of fi nal demand services, among
other

things.

Counting Women’s Work

by themselves. Non-primary production
be defined broadly as the transformation and distribution of tangible commodities as well as the rendering of services.
These criteria were developed for economies
with a high degree of division of labour in which

performed by women such as shopping; preparing
meals; washing; cleaning; and caring for the
children, the elderly and the sick. This is what the
Beijin World Conference on Women referred to
as work done
simultaneously. The concern in that

the distinction between activities conducted in

conference with informal sector work reflects that

pursuit of a producer’s trade and other activities
has a clear boundary. For economies with a low
degree of division of labour, where the cash
economy has achieved limited penetration into

this too is not counted. While the

may

Also excluded

were

unpaid household services

concern

with

specifying farm work reflects the fact that, although
farm work by women is covered in national
accounts, only some, not all, activities arc counted.
39
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consumptionanddetailedtreatmentofvalue-added
taxes; and substantial innovations

in financial

instruments, institutions and markets, changes that
it addresses by providi ng revised criteria fordefming
financial enterprises, a more complete treatment of
financial instruments (including derivatives), and a

thorough treatment of financial transactions.
But, like previous SNAs, the 1993 SNA does not

more

recognise services produced within households as
output; does not pay attention to

women’s work;

does not recognise acti vities in the second economy
and has not

developed techniques for measuring

subsistence and other small-scale activities.
The

reasons

old SNA

was

for this

are

that: the revision of the

influenced by the concerns

and

interests of developed countries more than by those

developing countries and women’s interests
ignored.
It has been reported that many developed and
developing countries have already established
timetables for conversion of existing national
accounts to the new SNA even though several

of

were

Counting women’s work would make it easy to gauge gender patterns

of income distribution

issues (such as the treatment of research and

development expenditure, the rental value of

Counting women’s work and including it in
by giving a more realistic picture of
activities taking place in an economy, make for

The New

more

reliable

measures

of the wealth of nations

and hence make for more meaningful international

comparisons. Treating women’s work in separate
satellite accounts as some delegates argued in
Beijing, would not help in this task. If alongside
GDP data, the contribution of women were shown,
it would make it easy to gauge gender patterns of
income distribution.
In fact, the inclusion of

activities which

are

left out at present may help to

prove that the disparity between men and women is
smaller that it is believed to be.

Blowing up GDP figures through the inclusion
disqualify developing
countries from certain foreign assistance if this is
of women’s work need not

done for all countries and if the level

of income

required to qualify for foreign assistance is raised.
Furthermore, the process and the income data
need not be misused if what is “commercial” can
be

properly distinguished from what is

“subsistence”.

Illegal and Immoral Activities
Illegal and immoral activities are part of the socalled second economy. Theft, smuggling, bribery,
fraud, prostitution, home-distilled gin, etc., may be
worth a lot of money. In the past, the inclusion of
such activities in national accounts was unthinkable
because there was controversy as to whether such
activities were productive. While there is less
disagreement about this now;
(i) because comprehensive statistics on all
criminal activities are not readily available and
(ii) because it is not easy to collect data directly
from the participants, there are no attempts at
including these activities in conventional national
accounts.

40

System of Notional
Accounts.

GDP would,

A new system of national accounts came into
beingin 1993 following revision of the 1968 SNA.

The 1993 SNA contains three sets of accounts;

namely, current accounts, accumulation accounts
and balance sheets.

Current accounts measure production and foreign

goods and services, allocation of income,
They
consist of a production account (where value added
is the balancing item which is carried forward to the
next account as a resource), an income account
(where disposable income is the balancing item

trade in

income distribution, and use of income.

carried forward to the next account
and

a use

as a

resource)

of income account.

Accumulation accounts measure all the

transactions and flows during a period that affected

quantity and quality of assets and liabilities.
They consist of a capital account which measures
the

gross fixedcapitalformation,changesininventories

(stocks), and capital transfers); a financial account
that indicates how net lending surpluses are allocated

orhow net borrowingbalances are financed through

transactions in financial assets and liabilities; and a

government buildings, consumer subsidies and
measurement and allocation of services provided

by financial institutions) were not resolved to the
As constituted, the

satisfaction of all countries.
new

SNA represents

compromises in many areas.
final word on
certainly need, which

It is not, and it should not be, the

national accounts. There is

the system acknowledges,foraltemativeapproachcs
and

measures

that

can

be dealt with

extensions of the system or
satellite accounts.

through
through elaborate

Improving Measurement of SmallScale Activity
Apart from not demarcating the production
boundary of small-scale activity properly, the early
national accounts suffered from two other defects.
The first is that often the volume of output was

ascertained

by multiplying

a constant amount

assumed as the requirement per head per year by the

population involved. The use of a constant
consumption level per head per year implied that
production per head was also constant, irrespective
of the amount of rainfall and the state of other
natural conditions.

It also

of commodities

implied that the same
consumed every day

revaluation account which measures changes in the

amount

owing to
changes in the level and structure of prices which
are reflected in capital gains and losses. Closely

irrespective of their availability; and, by translating
consumption levels into production volumes, that all
commodities consumed by rural households were
produced by the consuming units. To the extent that
some consumption came out of transfers or gifts of
commodities, from earnings of commodities and
from old stock, production estimates from assumed
consumption levels tended to overestimate actual
production. The reliability of the production data
also depended on the accuracy of population figures.
In the light of these limitations ofthe consumption
approach, many countiieshave resorted to direct

value of assets, liabilities and net worth

related to accumulation accounts are balance sheets
which

measure

national wealth and changes in that

wealth.

Among other things, the new SNA reflects
increased policy concerns about inflation, an issue
that it addresses through the development of a

separaterevaluationaccountfor assets and liabilities;
changes, in many countries, in government
operations that have led to improved measures of

was
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measurement of

output, using hectarage and yield

estimates or using

field surveys for agricultural and
other types of output. Where this is not done,
estimates of output are still based on consumption
requirements.
The second is that in the absence of i nformation on

farm-gate or producer prices, retail priees were often
used for val ui ng output. Wh i le the use ofretai I prices
meant that value added in transport and distribution
was included in the estimates, the resulting figures
were larger than the income attributable to primary
production per se. Although the use of producer
prices is recommended, the question is which
producer prices should be used in cases where output
can be sold partly at home, partly at official minimum
and partly at local market prices, at home, at official
or at local market places or across the border. Home
or local market prices may be determined through
haggling. These home and local market prices are,
furthermore, subject to seasonal fluctuations caused
by changes in relative demand and supply. The
value of output which is sold is thus the sum of the
values of output disposed of at official minimum
prices and output sold at home or local market prices
at

different

seasons.

Where small-scale output isbartered, its monetary

value is the cash value of goods

which are received
in exchange. This cash value is quantity received
multiplied by a quantity-weighted average price of
home, official and local market prices. The same
procedure can be used in valuing output that is
consumed, redistributed through gifts and other
forms of transfers or used as tax payment, seed,
animal feed, stock or as refreshment.

With the exception of household services, the
suggestions for improving measurement of smallscale activity that have been put down above apply
to women’s work as well. Services like shopping,
washing and preparing meals can be valued on the
basis of the opportunity cost of women’s time or on
the basis ofthe wages earned by domestic servants.

Measuring Income of the Second
Economy
A

numberoftechniquesformeasuring second
economy GDP have been developed. These
techniques can be grouped into monetary
techniques and non-monetary techniques. The
main techniques available and theirrelative merits
are explained briefly below.
Using monetary techniques, second economy
GDP is calculated indirectly from estimates of
demand for currency. Their basic assumption is
that in order to avoid being noticed by government,
activities in the second economy

avoid the use of
cheques which are drawn on demand deposits.
Instead, they use currency to effect transactions.
Changes in currency holdings are, therefore, seen
as a reflection of changes in the level of activity in
the second economy.

Developed by four people (Cagan, 1953;
SapemJuly, 1996

Guttman, 1977;Feige, 1979andTanzi, 1982),the

estimated

main

therefore need miero level data generated through

techniques

the currency-denomination
method, the fixed monetary ratio method and the
currency demand equation method.
The currency-denomination method assumes
that activities in the second economy largely use
large bills of certain denominations. Hence, by
considering changes in the composition of total
currency holdings, an attempt can be made to
measure the second economy.
A possible
weakness of this method is the implication that if
a country’s currency does not have large
denominations, then that country cannot have a
second economy. The other weakness is that as an
economy grows or if the rate of inflation is high,
people in the official economy would also tend to
use large bills because they can transact more or
are

because the cost of transactions, in nominal terms,
has gone up.
The fixed monetary

there is

a

ratio method assumes that

monetary ratio that, had there been no

second economy,

would have remained constant
a golden age in the
past when there was no second economy. Where
C stands forcurrency in circulation, D for demand
deposits, M is narrow money (currency plus
demand deposits), V is transactions velocity of
money, and GNP is the official gross national
product, the fixed monetary ratio was specified
as C/D by Guttman and MV/GNP by Feige.
Through changes in these ratios over time,
Guttman and Feige were able to estimate the size
over

time; and that there was

of the second economy.
The currency demand

equation method
estimates the demand for money as a function of
a

number of variables that influence the behaviour

of people

vis-a-vis demand for money. Included
is a tax variable on the assumption
people participate in the second economy to
evade taxation. Assuming, again, that currency
is used primarily to effect transactions in the
second economy, an estimate of the size of the
second economy can be made, and on the basis
in theequation

of that estimate, an estimate of tax evasion can be

computed.
Employing non-monetary techniques, second
economy GDP is measured without first
estimating monetary variables. The best known
of these techniques is the income-expenditure
discrepancy approach under which second
economy GDP is estimated as the difference
between aggregate expenditure (including
saving) and aggregate income. This is a
straightforward method which, unfortunately,
cannot be applied to macroeconomic data in
many African countries. The problem is that
income-expenditure discrepancy does not exist
in macroeconomic data because private
consumption and household savings are estimated
as residuals to balance income and
expenditure.
In other words, these two variables are not

separately. To

use

this method would

field surveys.

Conclusions
in

Policy and other uses of national income data
developing countries are adversely affected by

underestimation caused

by observational and
errors,espccially of small-scale and
women’s activities, and by omission of activities

calculation

in the second economy.

Techniques for assembling iiational income
first developed for commercial activities in
developed countries rather than subsistence
activities. Successive UN systems of national
accounts used by member states reflect this bias,
were

lack of concern for women ’ s acti vi ties and the fact
that the second economy

in developed countries is
relatively small and stable.
In order to enhance the policy relevance of
national accounts in developing countries, it is
necessary to incorporate all small-scale and
women’s activities and the second economy into
conventional national accounts.

be

They should not
presented in satellite accounts.
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CHILD SEXUAL EXPLOITATION
FELICIA SAKALA

S

EXUAL EXPLOITATION of children
is

an

area

of

concern

which has been

therefore, have impacted negatively on the
lives of the

neglected for a long time. In the
region, specialists who are
supposed to curb the scourge, the police,
lawyers and social workers, have left it to be a

and

silent crime.

and

The economic crisis

Southern African

In countries of every economic and social
profile, gender inequity works against girlchildren throughout their lives. A wide range
of discriminatory and violent practices are

institutionalized in cultural traditions and

thereby legitimated as ‘social norms’ so
routinely practised that they become invisible.
These systematic forms of discrimination and
violence against the girl children cannot be
discounted as random accidents. Such practices
have to be eliminated in an equally systematic
manner in all contexts where they are
perpetrated.
The human development crisis currently
facing Africa’s children has its origins in the
massive economic decline which

began to
affect African countries in the early 1980s.
The impact of this crisis is very visible in the
everyday lives of children and the cumulative
impact has been devastating. The collapse of
commodity prices has meant massive declines
in government revenues and
fewer resources to support the

which

are

consequently
basic services

critical for the welfare of children.

In rural areas, for

example, health centres in
many countries are barely equipped to treat
even the most rudimentary health problems.
Schools are seriously run-down and many lack
essential facilities such

as

people and in particular,
girl children.

women

experienced at country

level filters down to the household level where
access

to and control over resources

for women

girl children is very limited.
Girl children are in a triple jeopardy as they
are exploited because of their gender, of

environmental factors- socio-economic and

culture, whose consequences are very grave.
The lack of

challenging experiences and
lead young people to
engage in undesirable means of gaining
pleasure and material needs.
In some instances, poverty has led some
parents to selfishly sexually exploit their
children for financial gain.
It is very common nowadays to read in the
papers about cases of child sexual abuse. What
we get is a tip of the iceberg. The problem is
limited Job opportunities

through abuse of power
employer/employee, incest

-

teacher/pupil,
family abuse

or

and rape.
The

increasing trend of sexual exploitation
adequately addressed.
In Harare, Zimbabwe, 47 percent of all rape
cases reported in 1995 were against minors,
some as young as 18 months. As stated earlier
of children has not been

on,

the crisis is huge because many cases are

not

reported.

In Lusaka. Zambiafor example, young women

parade themselves in busy streets, and because
of the growing interest in oral sex — popularly
known as “blow Job”, a new concept of
prostitution has evolved. Apparently this act
has become popular with older men because
they believe that penetrative sex is dangerous
in the wake of HIV/AIDS. The usual clients

of

1 am using the term “Sexual Exploitation” to
emphasize the fact that children are engaging

high economic status and drive
Some of them are respectable
citizens, but they choose to exploit the
adolescent girls and young women. The charges
for oral sex average about US$20 while
fondling of genitals ranges between US$5 and

in

US$10.

enormous.

sex

due to behaviours, attitudes and factors

in the environment.

Sexual

exploitation of
growing violation of
children’s rights in our region. It includes
child prostitution and to a lesser extent
pornography, child marriage, exchange of
children is

a

serious and

for shelter, work

material

children

or sex

goods.

It also includes sexual exploitation

or

are men

posh

cars.

There is also what

they call “show” which
undressing in front of a client and this
goes for a nominal fee of about US$5. Usually,
girls and women who engage in this kind of
trade are also involved in drugs.
Sexual exploitation of girls also takes place
in schools where they are abused by teachers.
involves

desks.

In urban areas, the story

is similar. As large
numbers of people migrate from the rural areas
in search of a better life in the city, urban
authorities have been overwhelmed by a rise
in demand for basic services such as housing,
safe water and sanitation. This has led to over

cities and the mushrooming
This phenomenon has
brought with it various social problems such
as high crime rates, drug abuse, child
prostitution, teenage pregnancy, illicit
abortions, sexually transmitted diseases
including HIV/AIDS, child delinquency, street
crowding in

some

of squatter camps.

children and AIDS

orphans.
adjustment programmes
(SAPs) coupled with specific local policies
The structural
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(
Mostly, school girls submit because of fear. A
a position of authority and will
threaten to fail the girl or publicly humiliate
her. Economic hardships have increased the
pressure on students to do well and succumb
teacher is in

to

their teacher’s advances. It is believed that

girls allow their teachers to have sex
examination
papers or money for other necessities.
Because of economic hardships at household
level, some parents send their daughters as
young as 12 years old to work as child mi nders.
The young child minders usually are very
vulnerable to physical and sexual abuse. The
perpetrators are usually the “boss” or their
relatives. Once the girl gets pregnant, she is
thrown out of the household. The girls usually
succumbs to sexual exploitation for fear of
losing theirjobs or in order to get extra income
above their meagre salaries. There are also
cases of restaurants or bar-owners who employ
young women as waitresses and yet iri actual
fact, they are used as prostitutes.
some

with them in order to obtain past

Incest (sexual intercourse between very

closely related people) is perhaps the most
hidden social problem of our time. Currently,
there is no quantitative data, but shocking
stories have been told and heard. Incest leaves
the victim

helpless and in a very vulnerable
situation. The traumatic experience has a lot
of adverse effects. Some of the girls violated
end up not getting married.
In

some

homes, mothers have watched their

OENPER issues)

Rape increases the transmission of HI V/AIDS.
In one peri-urban community in Copperbelt,
Zambia, children have to walk long distances
Girl children

to school.

Because of economic hardship, at times

girls

as young as nine years old are sent by
their parents to sell items on streets even late
in the evening. This exposes them to sexual

violence.
Sexual exploitation and violation of children
an adverse effect on their

in whatever form has

lives.

This

impact can extend to family,
community and the entire society. Apart from
the sexually transmitted diseases including
HIV/AIDS, there are problems of drug abuse,
unwanted

pregnancies, illicit abortions and
girl decides to keep the
pregnancy, it generates a vicious cycle of
problems. This includes street children, AIDjS
orphans etc.
death. If the affected

Individuals affected may
emotional
such

as

it silently,
Mothers also suffer
psychologically because of incest. In some

esteem. The trend thus

communities, there is

cultural belief that if a

opportunities for the

daughter, he will
rural community in
Zambia, it is believed that if a daughter is
impregnated by the father, there would be
more breeding of cows.
At times, incest is
reinforced by traditional healers who often

much needed human

consequences such as
AIDS
and
AIDS

recommend sexual intercourse with

orphans.

get rich

a

quickly. In

own

one

a

close

relative.

Some parents

force their young daughters
marriage for economical gain. Nowadays,
some families exaggerate Mobola’ and use it as
a means to acquire economic or material wealth.
Such marriages usually involve older men or
polygamists. Marrying off a young girl is like
sanctioning early sex. It is a form of sex
coercion. The shattering experience of forced
sex is often greeted by shame and silence. This
form of sexual violence happens both inside
and outside the family home and circumstances
of violation vary from place to place.
The scale of rape is enormous in many
countries and many cases are not reported.
into
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reinforces

lost

resource.

very little is being done to curb this gross
violation of the rights of the child. The
consequences are very severe. Strategies
for intervention must be systematic and

institutional, rather than individual.
Zimbabwe is commended for
measures to

to

make it easier

on

introducing

the child rape

victims when

dealing with the police, medical
judicial officers. This is a step in the
right direction, but more needs to be done in
other areas such as child prostitution.
Until there is intervention by concerned
individuals and organizations; until laws
to punish the culprits are put in place or
strengthened and reinforced and until there
are increased opportunities and
options
for girls, our countries are faced with a
and

time

bomb which will

destroy

percentage of our valuable human
—

the children who

are

a

large

resource

central to the

development process. The rights of the girl
child are very much at stake. Governments
must live up to their commitments on the
convention on the rights of the child. The
law enforcement agencies, the judiciary,
the social workers, the media, NGOs and

families

must work

child sexual

together to eliminate

exploitation. NOW IS THE

TIMEIHB

0^1

^

%
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The families affected
have

on
It has been established that

fear, loss of

with

with his

also experience

the increase.

problems

confidence and low self

sex

attacked and

raped on their way from school. Apart from
big shots who go for street girls, there is
another group of well to do men who drive
posh cars in search of school girls. This group
is afraid to go for street girls or their own age
group because of fear of HIV/AIDS. There is
a strong belief that
teenage school girls are
HIV free. Others believe that if they have
sexual intercourse with young girls, they will
be cured of their sexually transmitted diseases.

children suffer due to incest and have lived

father has

were

exploitation, but the violation is certainly

deal

with

The burden

Zimbabwe
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eastern
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there
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no

statistics

determine the extent
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CALL FOR MANUSCRIPTS FOR PAN AFRICAN
CHILDREN’S BOOKS SERIES
of SAFES (Southern African Folitical
Economy Series) Trust is embarking on the production of a Fan African
Children’s Books Series. This series will have two primary aims:
SAFES Books, a component

pre-school
beginning reading: Grade 1
early primary: Grade 2-4
late primary: Grades 5-7
junior secondary: Forms 1 -2

•

10.More

•

•

•

1.

To produce a series of culturally and

gender sensitive, informative
yet interesting books for children to reach which reflect positive
themes pertaining to the lives of Black people in Africa and its
diaspora and the promotion of peace and human rights.

•

Suggested Themes
Books written for this series should

2.

To encourage

Black writers to produce creative and informative

writing about the experiences and lives of Black peoples in Africa
and its diaspora.

matter.

cover a wide variety of subject
They should fall within one or more of the following divisions:

1

Fictional

2

Bibliographical

3

Historical

4

Geographical

5

Environmental

presented in a positive light as aspects of the
diversity which encompass the world in which we live. Within any context,
whether in a serious or joking frame, no culture or ethnic group should be
denigrated in any form or presented as better than any other.

6

Scientific

7

Freparation for School for Fre-Scholars

All activities should be

1

Genera! Guidelines for the Series

A

key component of this series is the emphasis on engendering an
awareness and an appreciation of different forms and types of culture
among African peoples.
Differences must be

presented as human endeavour, not as the
specific domains or expectations of males or females. Stories should
encourage girls to consider conventionally male roles and activities,
particularly in the scientific and technical fields. Boys should be encouraged through stories to become involved in caring and nurturing.
Stereotypical images based on gender, class or ethnicity v^ill not be
accepted.
Constructive resolutions of conflict should be fostered in stories to

provide children with an alternative image to thät of war and senseless
violence. The books should encourage children to think, to question, to
explore.

Specific Guidelines for the Manuscripts

2.

of internal and inter-nation conflicts, e.g.

Liberia, Somalia, Rwanda,

Burundi, Sudan, Sierra Leone, Angola. Smaller scale inter-ethnic conflicts (labelled tribalism) are also promoted within some countries.

Through stories children should be exposed to images of peaceful
coexistence. Human rights should also be promoted in the stories.

In the

case

3.

Manuscripts should be written in English.

4.

Manuscripts must be typed double spaced.

5.

assessability to books produced
for particular age sets.
The vocabulary and syntax of the books should be adapted to the age
set for which it is written. The following ages sets are designated for this
To enable all children to have direct
in this

series, specific books should be written

series:

be identified

Appropriate illustrations can

accompany

the manuscripts.

6.

Manuscripts should not be more than 3000 words.

7.

Any manuscript that does not adhere to the general guidelines,
noted above, will not be considered for

publication in this series.

Included with each manuscripts should be a short statement about

the author, i.e. name, origin,

where living at present, age, present
position: e.g. student, teacher, unemployed, and any other information you would like to share with your readers.

9.

Be sure to keep a copy of your manuscript in case it gets

lost in the

post.

specific guidelines for themes may be requested. For further

information

Grading of Books

of the sub-series, several authors may

write different books within the sub-series.

8.

Fromotion of peace and non-antagonistic resolution of conflict should
also be portrayed in the stories. Many African countries are in the midst

Manuscripts must be original. They must not have been published
anywhere else.

or

submission of

manuscripts write to:

The Pan African Children’s Books Series
SAFES Books, P.O. Box MP111, Mount
Harare

Zimbabwe

Pleasant

LETTER FROM WEST AFRICA

THE NATION-STATE IN AFRICA
Adebayo Olukoshi

w

HEN THE East-West Cold War

18th and 19th centuries but it

ended in the late 1980s, many

flawed from the outset since not every
ethnic group or nation was strong or big enough

commentators,

contemplating the

or even

that the world

therefore,

likely to enjoy a period of
prolonged peace which, unlike the peace of the
post-1945 Cold War years, will not have to
depend on the doctrine of mutually assured
destruction (MAD) that underlay the nuclear
politics of the Western and Eastern blocs.
Yet, events since the end of the Cold War tend

danger of an
catastrophic, ideologicallydriven nuclear confrontation may have receded
for now, we may not yet have entered a period
of unparalleled peace and stability in the
suggest that while the

to

immediate and

international system.

Clearly, all over the world, there appears to
an intensifying crisis of identity (individual
and group) which, though uneven in its depth,
nevertheless seems increasingly to be a crucial
factor shaping political attitudes among the
generality of the people. The identity crisis is
itself taking shape in the context of a rapid
process of globalisation whose social
consequences, especially in the area of growi ng
local-level social fragmentation in the face of
the intensification of spread of market forces,
have been unsettling for individuals, groups,
communities, and institutions.
The combination of

increasing crisis of
identity and an intensifying process of
globalisation provides the immediate defining
for the

state in

the world

an

current
as a

crisis of the nation-

whole.

As with most

things, this crisis has been uneven both in its
impact and manifestation, with some parts of
the world, like Africa and the area covered by
the former Soviet Union, appearing to be more
adversely and dramatically affected than
others.

Nation-State

Project in Africa

At the heart of the crisis

afflicting the nationinternational system
is a fundamental contradiction, namely the
notion that it should be a nation-state of people
who share a common language and culture
and the reality that almost all states are, to a
greater or lesser extent, multi-ethnic. The
idea of a tight correlation between the nation
state

in the contemporary

and the state

or even

the nation to the state

of the subordination of

emerged in the thick of
in Europe in the

the industrialisation process
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which

had

been

achieved

by African

of different ethnic groups or

parastatals which accommodated the elites
from the various ethnic groups in the

state

was

and the nation which

was

carried into

Africa
the

Monetary

coming under one state. Yet, it was
notion of a tight correlation between the

nations
this

World Bank and the International

Fund have failed to steam in any appreciable
manner. Relative political and social stability

governments partly through the expansion of
national economies, state bureaucracies, and

own or

by the forces of colonialism in spite of
fact that the colonial powers themselves

were

confronted with communities in Africa

that had

large number of different ethnic
Thus although Africa’s colonisers
imposed nation-state in a terrain that was
evidently multi-ethnic — indeed, many precolonial state-building projects in Africa were
multi-ethnic
they carried on the task of
statecraft in a manner that did not, exactly as
was the case with the earlier experience of
Europe, take full account of multi-ethnicity
and cultural/linguistic/religious diversity.
a

groups.

—

be

context

which

willing to achieve statehood on its
by itself. The reality which emerged

drastic reduction in the superpower arms race
which they expected would follow, proclaimed
was

was one

was

At independence, most African governments
carried forward the colonial nation-state project

through vigorous attempts at “nation-building”
which, again as in Europe, entailed efforts at
obliterating ethnic differences even if this was
being done from a patently partisan ethnic
base. Thus, not surprisingly, a key aspect of
the post-colonial nation-building project was
the assumption that vigorous (modernisation)
would help to slacken “primordial” ties.
Another key assumption of the project was
that to the extent that “nation-building” was
an urgent task of post-colonial governance,
only the state itself could constitute it. In time,
many African countries soon dissolve into
unitary state projects under the aegis of single
parties or military dictatorships that had as
their self-appointed tasks rapid “development”
and “national unity” which increasingly
brooked no “divisive” opposition, constrained
pluralism, and assumed authoritarian
dimensions.

The authoritarian nation-building project
mostly directed by equally authoritarian single
party or military dictatorships appears, in
retrospect at least, to have worked for a while.
On the whole, African countries seemed to

enjoy

some relative stability. By
1980s however, the entire model

the early
began to
unravel partly on account of the sharp decline
in the economic fortunes of many African

countries,
structural

a

decline which the neo-liberal

adjustment models devised by the

countries, became unsustainable in the face
of economic crisis and structural

adjustment.
prolonged economic decline
undermined the capacity of many states to
provide basic social services to the citizenry,
forcing individuals and groups to look
elsewhere to satisfy their wants.
Neo-liberal
structural
adjustment
programmes designed to stem Africa’s
economic and social decline have not only
under-performed the initial expectation that
accompanied their introduction but also
contributed to denting state legitimacy
(always fragile and already badly battered by
economic decline) in many ways, not least on
account of the diminishing reach of the social
Years of

institutions of the state in the context of the

growing disconnection between the state and
society. Beyond its effects in undermining
the social basis of citizenship, structural
adjustment also fed into the broad processes
that were serving to erode the foundations of
national territorial forms of politics through
its direct attacks

on

the interest groups

(especially labour, students, and professionals)
with an objective and subjective interest in
secular, national political activities and
Under intense pressure, some
members of these interest groups were to
embrace religious and ethnic identities
structures.

(including the chauvinistic/exclusivist types)
as part of their coping strategies. The diminution
of the ranks of the middle class and the

sharpening of the social polarization as between
the rich and the poor, but also along religious
and regional lines tended to translate in the
arena of politics into the narrowing of the terrain
for compromise at a time when it is most needed.
Furthermore, the adjustment programme
directly attacked and undermined the
“developmentalist” ethos and structures that
served as major rallying points for the postcolonial state project without replacing them
with a new organising principle with which the
bulk of the populace could identify. With state
legitimacy dented, the “modernisation” project
in

reverse on

several economic and social fronts.
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to me that

what the current

and economic

It would

forms of

conjuncture in Africa calls for is the
democrati sation of the entire nation-state project
with a view not only to extending internal
democratisation, including socio-economic
justice, but also to ensuring that the state itself
simultaneously embodies and transcends, rather
than seeking to suppress the ethnic, linguistic
and cultural diversity of the countries of the

ones

privation growing, new popular
identity have emerged and some old
have been re-asserted, including ethnic,

basis of

religious and regional ones, on the
which individuals and groups

seek a set of

anchoring values and structures to help them
make sense of the changing world around them.
The spread of campaigns for the opening up

political space from the
suffocating grip of authoritarian states and
autocratic regimes which was a key feature of
politics on the continent in the late 1980s and
early 1990s served, on one hand, to further

of the African

weaken authoritarian rule and, on

hand, to provide a vent

the other

for the (re)assertion of

many of the ethnic, linguistic, cultural, religious,
and regional divisions that were previously

suppressed under single party or military rule.
Afteryears of being suppressed under Jacobin,
highly centralized and at times discriminatory
nation-state projects, it is only to be expected
that these identities will re-assert

themselves

(especially among marginalised groups) once
the

political

space

is opened up. In this regard,

seem

continent.
There

are

project which 1 would like to touch upon in this
essay. The first relates to the need for African
countries to achieve a new “social contract”

provide and sustain a broad framework
socio-economic and political
development ofAfrican countries. At one level,
this will involve the jettisoning of the zero-sum
approach of the market-driven structural
adjustment project of neo-liberalism in Africa
and the embrace of the positive-sum approach
that

can

for

the

of the

commons.

political rule, not the nascent transition to

play

Democratising the Nation-State
Project
Africa

today is in a situation where weakened

state and national

institutions are under pressure

variety of forces, including especially
ethnic, religious and regionalist forces striving
from

a

to assert

themselves in a context where the

formal and semi-formal ties between

the state

and society are unravelling and many
communities are faced with fragmentation. The

this situation, especially
which appear to be most
pointedly directed at the very basis of the postcolonial nation-state project, might be to roll
back the steps that have been taken to open the
national political spaces of most countries and
vigorously re-assert the unitary state project.
That however will be a profoundly mistaken
response which, at best, can only reinforce the
existing political stalemate and, at worst, hasten
instinctive response to

to the

pressures

the recourse to violence
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by disaffected groups.

At another level, it will mean

the “re-invention” of the

Africa with

ethnic/religious conflict in Africa. The quest
for democratisation has merely served to provide
an opening for suppressed identities to be reasserted. Whilst some political actors/actresses
might seek to take advantage of this development
to promote chauvinism, it is not at all certain
that the best response to such a development is
an authoritarian one. The challenge is how this
development can be managed to strengthen the
foundations of democracy in Africa. It is to this
question which we now turn our attention.

proposal

for the democratisation of the nation-state

it can be argued that it is the years of authoritarian

“democratisation” that created the basis for

four dimensions to this

a

view to

public situations in
encouraging the state to

an
effective
interventionist/
developmentalist role in the economy and the
social sector in

a manner

that balances the

the social/
welfare requirements of the populace. This
implies that the “re-invention” process must
necessarily involve a strong degree of locallevel popular participation. In other words,
public institutions will have to be designed to
have a popular grounding.
Furthermore,
measures aimed at promoting economic growth
will have to be put in place to underpin the
reform of the nation-state project.
The second dimension of the quest for the
democratisation of the nation-state project
centres on the necessity for the evolution within
Africa of a more creative approach to managing
social divisions, particularly those that are ethnic
or religious in nature.
This will entail a
movement away from the assumption, prevalent
in a policy and academic circles inside and
outside Africa, that ethnic or religious identities
are inherently negative or subversive of national
unity. On the contrary, depending on how they
are managed and the context, ethnic identities/
consciousness (as distinct from ethnocentricism)
could, infact, be useful in promoting national
cohesion and a civic identity. Ethnicity has been
a problem in Africa not only because of the
vigorous attempts at suppressing it, but also
because in many cases, patterns of injustice,
repression and/or deprivation have often
corresponded with particular ethnic identities.

demands of economic rationality with

There is

a

systematic

need for Africa to move towards a
process

of democratisation which

emphasises representation and participation and
whose essential features will include power

sharing, the decentralization ofauthority, cultural
autonomy, and electoral pluralism.

proposal which seem to me to be
effort at democratising the entire
nation-state project in Africa relates to the need
to define citizenship rights not in terms of
The third

central to any

ancestral birth but in terms of the individual’s

place of residence or site of labour. Africa is, in
many important respects, a conti nent of migrants,
with people moving not only within national
boundaries but also

across

national boundaries.

fluid in
inspite of the reality of internal
and across-border migration, rights at the
national, regional and local levels are still defined
strictly in terms of ancestry and in a manner that
pits “indigenes” against “strangers”, “children
of the soil” against “guests” as if today’s
“indigenes” were not yesterday’s “strangers”.

These boundaries
most cases.

are

themselves very

But

The failure to

democratise the basis for

citizenship rights in a continent with such a
mobile population has been a pitfall of the postcolonial nation-state project which has to be
jettisoned if the marginalisation of individuals
and groups from the political processes
countries is to be resolved.

of their

Finally, the quest for the democratisation of
the nation-state project in Africa will be enhanced
if the international

community is able to evolve

what the United Nations Research Institute for

Development (UNRISD) in its report.
of Disarray: The Social Effects of
Globalization, calls a global citizenship. This
notion of global citizenship, in addition to being
an appropriate response to the social effects of
Social

States

globalisation, should, also enable the
development of international opinion to a level
which not only guarantees every person on
earth certain basic rights, but also sanctions the
violation of those rights by any national or
local-level authority. This approach might not
only help to enhance the development of

political compromise at the national/local level,
but could also contain the grain of a framework
for ensuring that the forces of globalisation
and transnational power are accountable to the
global commons.■
Additional Reading
—

UNRISD, States of Disarray: The Social

Effects ofGlobalisation (Geneva: UNRISD,
1995).
—

William I. Zartman (ed)

Collapsed States:

Disintegration and Restoration of
Legitimate Authority (Boulder & London:
Lynne Rienner, 1995).
Adebayo Olukoshi and Liisa Laakso (eds).
Challenges to the Nation-State in Africa
(Uppsala: NAl, 1995) forthcoming.
The

—
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Southern Africa Political and Economic
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Coordinating research and networking
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and researchers at the
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REVIEWS

BEGIN

BLACK WOMEN GET SET, EXHALE AND
Terry McMillan’s film, Waiting to Exhale

reviewed by

Ama Biney

I

political consciousness,
one locates the problems of the black
individual as part of the black community’s

N

ACQUIRING

a

relation to the forces of social and

economic

oppression in a racist society that impact upon
their actions, circumstances, choices and social
interactions with each other. The problems that
exist between black men and black women cannot
be examined outside the structural context

of a

For an insight into this relationship,
we need perspectives, not sassy attitude, analysis,
rather than glib anecdotes.
Historically, black women suffered a gross

racist society.

historical burden and have been forced to

work

they have had to nurture
generation of black children.

because of the fact that
the

next

Consequently, the forms of employment they
have had access to, have put them in regular
contact with

the white establishment and crucially

social
position in society than their black male

enabled them to establish a stronger

counterparts.

Secondly, the black male has

historically been perceived as more of a social
threat to white
This
and

society than the black female.

particular analysis is missing from novel
film Waiting to Exhale.

In the film and

four black

novel,

women

we are

introduced to

who express

their ardent

desire to find Mr. Wonderful as a mate and

that

why they have not is that black men
likely to be graduating from prison
than university (or are in mental institutions);
are chasing white women, or are generally
economically lagging behind black women. This
is nothing but a rather shallow analysis of what
I consider to be a profound “crisis” afflicting
black men in the Diaspora. This crisis is about
the disempowerment of the black community as
a whole which has been produced by the global
economic system under which we live and its
supporting system of ideas. The system and its
constant barrage of negative images and

the

reason

are more

of black men and women serve
primarily to divide black men and women in a
myriad of ways. Both the film and the book do
not touch on this. Both simply raise the issue of
our brothers lagging behind but do not address
the reasons why. And if this is the case, how we
raise the next generation of males i.e. our sons,
stereotypes

has

enormous

ramifications for the future.

Integral to the crisis of the black man is also
the brutal fact that in a white male dominated
society in which the white patriarchal society
has set the norms and standards of behaviour.

48

some

black

men

aspire to such notions of male

Most of the time, these women are chasing an

dominance and therefore cannot deal with the

illusion in which

For this
black man, he could be more powerful if only the

sacrifices.

articulate, confident black woman.

black women were weaker. Such black men need
address their emotional

to

illiteracy and

part of addressing this crisis. It is
the black woman who is responsible for the

insecurities
not

as

disempoweremnt of the black man,
capitalist economic setup
responsible for his economic disempowerment
as well as the destructive values prevalent in the
black community. Those who blame women for
the black man’s ills are misguided.
Despite the fact that the film has been celebrated
by some as the first film to have broken away
from the portrayal ofblack women as subservient
nannies and prostitutes, these women could
easily have been four white American women.
This is to argue that there was more “American”
about the women, than there was “African”
about them. Their outlooks are fundamentally,

economic

but rather the

middle class and individualistic.
In the fi Im, the four African-American women
do not live in the heart of the urban inner

One of them, Bernadine, has a

city.
lavish house

from the social contamination of
ghetto and a husband she accuses of being
the epitomy of a coconut i.e. a black skin in a
miles away
the

white mask! This

man

is also the black male

equivalent of Imelda Marcos, with his hundreds
of shoes and suits that occupy one entire room
that is essentially his wardrobe!!
Another
woman tends to regard men as synonymous
with materialism that is maintaining or securing
a certain “bourgeois” (middle class) lifestyle of
sheer comfort. In the film, we see Robin inform
-

Michael that all she wants from a man is babies,
to be

dined at least three times

a

week, to go

away for luxurious weekends and a house
middle class suburb of Scottsdale!

in the

Also, these African-American women are
women in terms of their dress,

we see

Bernadine

them make

gives

up

personal
her business

plans to help her husband with “his” company
hoping that once his ambitions and dreams
were fulfilled, he would help her fulfil her own;
Robin, denies that Troy’s drug problem is just
that, a problem — and deludes herself that
Russell will divorce his wife and marry her.
Gloria puts all her energies in her son Tarik.
Savannah will not settle for Mr. Second Rate
u p to the real i ty that Kenneth wi 11 not
divorce his wife for her on account of her

and wakes

uncompromising standards.
from the
explicit ability to express their sexual
needs, we are not sure what it is they actually
want in a man (though Robin is the only one to
make her wants clear), but we do hear all the
male behaviours they detest. And it is these
traits; sexual insensitivity and selfishness; drug
use; deceit; dishonesty that are the negative
aspects of black male behaviour and that have
been identified as a negative portrayal of black
men. Of course not all men respond or behave
in this way, but it is a male way of behaving that
need to be changed by such black men.
The message of the film and statement on
Both in the film and the novel, apart

women’s

black

men

is

on

the whole far from a very

one. Savannah concludes that
content to settle for a life of singledom

positive

than settle “for

some

she is
rather

lacklustre man” with the

wrong credentials. Robin makes it very clear to
Russell that she will bring up his child without
him and he should

disappear from her life since

that is what he is best at.

Bernadine divorces

only Gloria who finds Mr Wonderful.
dirty linen in public”, as a section
of the black community would accuse this film
of doing, in the sense that it affirms the negative
notions of black men held by the dominant
white society, is to apologise and inadvertently
and it is

To “air our

Westernised

condone the behaviour of some of our black

hairstyles, and their standard of living. Their

brothers. No

concerns

revolve around children, parents, their

physical appearance, sex and notions ofromantic
love. There is

no

of black

women

women

think

doubt that the conversations

reflect such issues. But not all

or

talk about them incessantly.

represented by McMillan are Just
representations — and very limited
generalisations which do not represent the sheer
diversity or complexity of women. Black
women are also political beings.

The
that

women
—

good can come from refusing to
identify the wounds and problems in our
community.
Though entertaining, the film deflects
attention from the grave central issue of what the
black man and black woman are searehing for in
a relationship.
Is it that they are searching for
entirely different things? Perhaps this is part of
the chasm between them. However, the first step
must

surely lie in a genuine dialogue? Let us
begin.. .■

exhale and
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Hot and Cold Cure retreads

Leap Ahead wfPh a QpaliPif Tread
Contact, Harare:

8
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Masvingo:
Chitungwiza:

791213, 751776, 751778. Fax: 751753

Tel: 64203
Tel: 23950, Stand No.

19667/1/, Makoni Centre

BICC CAFCA specialise
in live performances
Especially when you need to put together a
competitive, yet viable, tender. The technical
expertise and dedication of the BICC CAFCA
team will ensure that you get the right cabling
for the job, at competitive prices. And, once your

on-time deliveries of cables to exacting ISO 9000
and SABS quality standards. Through their
worldwide network, BICC CAFCA can also source
any additional cable requirements,

tender has succeeded, BICC CAFCA will ensure

CA,

Nordiska afrikainstitutet
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